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“History suggests drug discovery is art as well as science.”
(Reynolds, 2006)

SUMMARY

SUMMARY
Helicobacter pylori (H. pylori) colonization of the human gastrointestinal (GI)
tract represents a global health threat. The occurrence and manifestation of
several GI disorders including gastritis, ulceration, mucosa-associated
lymphoid tissue (MALT) lymphoma, and gastric cancer have been suggested
to be substantially connected to the infection. H. pylori secrets the chaperone
and serine protease High temperature requirement A (HtrA) in proximity to
epithelial mucus cells. This bacterial enzyme disrupts the E-cadherinmediated adherens junctions and thereby enables the bacterial translocation
across the polarized epithelial cells. E-cadherin shedding as a consequence
of HtrA cleavage has been reported to contribute to H. pylori-dependent
carcinogenesis in vivo. The steadily increasing antibiotic resistance of H.
pylori encourages investigation into new strategies to combat H. pylori
infection. This thesis focuses on the search for new HtrA inhibitors to combat
H. pylori infection. The validation of the target HtrA itself and the motivation to
understand the target on a molecular basis were the driving forces in the
beginning of the thesis. The results of this study show that HtrA cleaves Ecadherin between hydrophobic amino acids with the consensus pattern
[VITA]-[VITA]. These results are in agreement with computational analyses
and mutation studies of the catalytic site of HtrA of different species. The
identification of cleavage sites in E-cadherin led to the investigation of
substrate-derived peptides as potential HtrA inhibitors. A diverse selection of
peptides was synthesized and tested, and a peptidic inhibitor was
successfully identified. The second part of the thesis aimed at finding
synthetic small molecule HtrA inhibitors by virtual screening. Ligand-based
similarity searching led to the identification of 11 HtrA binders and eight HtrA
inhibitors out of 32 commercially available small molecules that were tested.
The subsequent identification of a series of analogs exhibiting a spectrum of
inhibitory activity allowed for a structure-activity relationship study, which
revealed the importance of the terminal carboxyl group of inhibitors.
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The identified small molecules have a peptidomimetic character. In parallel, a
structure-based

virtual

screening

study

was

performed

utilizing

a

computationally proposed allosteric pocket of HtrA. This resulted in the
discovery of HtrA inhibiting New Chemical Entities (NCEs) that are non
peptidic on form.

Investigation of the binding kinetics of all the potential

inhibitors was performed utilizing the Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR)
method. This biophysical readout provides an insight into the binding
character of HtrA inhibitors including small molecules and peptides.
Reversible, direct binding was measured for the selected compounds.
Functional inhibition of HtrA-mediated E-cadherin cleavage was not only
performed by Western blot analysis, but also by assessing H. pylori
transmigration in vitro. The results obtained by both methods imply the
identification of new efficient HtrA inhibitors. All inhibitors discovered by
ligand-based and structure-based virtual screening showed limited aqueous
solubility and aggregation under assay conditions. Therefore, for the third part
of the thesis, the aim was to improve the physicochemical properties of the
small molecule compounds by performing computer-based de novo design
using the software DOGS. One of the computer-generated compounds was
selected for synthesis and the result fulfilled all desired properties i.e. binding
and inhibition of HtrA, improved solubility compared to the template with no
aggregation under assay conditions. Finally, the improved new de novo
designed inhibitor allowed the performance of Saturation Transfer Difference
(STD) NMR to be used to investigate binding to HtrA. This physicochemical
method explores direct ligand binding. The results confirmed the direct
interaction of the small molecule with the enzyme. Prominent saturation
transfer was detected for the aromatic moiety of the inhibitor (phenylfuranyl
scaffold), which correlates with our structure-activity relationship studies
based on the virtual screening of compounds. The results obtained in this
thesis further validate HtrA as a relevant drug target against H. pylori infection
and also demonstrate the successful application of computer-assisted drug
discovery for novel and innovative targets.
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ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Die Besiedelung des humanen Gastrointestinaltraktes durch Helicobacter
pylori (H. pylori) stellt eine weltweite Gesundheitsbedrohung dar. Das
Auftreten

und

die

Manifestierung

verschiedener

gastrointestinaler

Beschwerden, wie Gastritis, Ulcer, MALT-Lymphom und Magenkrebs, stehen
wesentlich im Zusammenhang mit der Infektion. H. pylori sezerniert das
Chaperon und die Serinprotease High temperature requirement A (HpHtrA) in
der Nähe der Magenschleimhautzellen. Dieses bakterielle Enzym zerstört die
E-cadherin

vermittelnden

Adhäsionsverbindungen

und

ermöglicht

die

bakterielle Translokation über die polarisierten Epithelzellen. Dieser Abbau
von E-cadherin, als eine Konsequenz der Spaltung durch HpHtrA, trägt zu der
H. pylori abhängigen Karzinogenese in vivo bei. Die stetig steigenden
Antibiotikaresistenzen ermutigen das Erforschen neuer Strategien gegen H.
pylori Infektionen, wofür HpHtrA als ein neuer potenzieller Angriffspunkt
dienen kann.
Diese Doktorarbeit fokussiert sich auf die Entdeckung neuer HpHtrA
Inhibitoren. Die Validierung des Nutzens von HpHtrA als therapeutisches
Target und das Erlangen eines tieferen Verständnisses von HpHtrA auf
molekularer Ebene stellten die Motivation zum Beginn dieser Arbeit dar. Die
Ergebnisse dieser Studie zeigen, dass HpHtrA E-cadherin zwischen
hydrophoben Aminosäuren mit dem konservierten Muster [VITA]-[VITA]
schneidet. Dieses Muster ist im Einklang mit computerbasierten Analysen und
Mutationsstudien von HtrA verschiedener Spezies. Die identifizierten
Schnittstellen in E-cadherin dienten als Grundlage für die Entwicklung
substratabgeleiteter Peptide als potentielle HpHtrA Inhibitoren. Mehrere
Peptide wurden synthetisiert, getestet und ein peptidischer Inhibitor wurde
erfolgreich identifiziert.
Der zweite Teil der Doktorarbeit verfolgte das Ziel, durch virtuelle
Wirkstoffsuche synthetische niedermolekulare Verbindungen als HpHtrA
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Inhibitoren zu finden. Ligandenbasierte Ähnlichkeitssuchen führten zur
Identifikation von 11 HpHtrA Bindern und acht HpHtrA Inhibitoren aus
insgesamt

32

darauffolgende

getesteten
Ermittlung

niedermolekularen
einer

Analogserie,

Verbindungen.
die

Die

unterschiedliche

inhibitorische Effekte aufwiesen, erlaubte das Erkennen einer StrukturAktivitäts-Beziehung.

Diese

Studie

verdeutlichte

die

Wichtigkeit

der

terminalen Carboxylgruppe der Inhibitoren. Die ermittelten Inhibitoren
besitzen zudem einen peptidähnlichen Charakter. Parallel wurde eine
rezeptor-basierte

virtuelle

Wirkstoffsuche

Computermodell

vorgeschlagenen

auf

Basis

allosterischen

einer

Tasche

durch
in

ein

HpHtrA

durchgeführt. So konnten HpHtrA blockierende neuartige Substanzen ohne
peptidähnlichen Charakter gefunden werden.
Untersuchungen der Bindungskinetik aller potentieller Inhibitoren wurden
mittels

Oberflächenplasmonenresonanzspektroskopie

(SPR,

Surface

Plasmon Resonance) durchgeführt. Diese biophysikalische Methode erlaubt
einen Einblick in Bindungscharakteristiken der HpHtrA Inhibitoren, sowohl der
niedermolekularen Verbindungen, als auch der Peptide. Reversible, direkte
Bindung wurde für die ausgewählten Substanzen gemessen. Die Inhibierung
der Funktion der HpHtrA-abhängigen E-Cadherin Prozessierung wurde nicht
nur mit Hilfe von Western-Blot Analysen, sondern auch anhand der
bakteriellen Transmigration über ein in vitro Modell des gastrischen Epithels
bewertet. Die Ergebnisse beider Methoden bestätigen die Identifizierung
effizienter

HpHtrA

Inhibitoren.

Alle

durch

die

ligandenbasierte

und

rezeptorbasierte virtuelle Wirkstoffsuche gefundenen Inhibitoren zeigten
allerdings

nur

begrenzte

Wasserlöslichkeit

und

Aggregation

unter

Experimentalbedingungen.
Das Ziel des dritten Teils der Doktorarbeit fokussierte deshalb auf die
Verbesserung der physikochemischen Eigenschaften der niedermolekularen
Verbindungen durch computergestütztes de novo Design unter Verwendung
der Software DOGS. Ein computergeneriertes Molekül wurde zur Synthese
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ausgewählt und erfüllte alle erwünschten Eigenschaften, wie Bindung und
Inhibition

von

HpHtrA,

verbesserte

Löslichkeit

verglichen

mit

der

Ausgangsstruktur und keine Aggregation unter Experimentalbedingungen.
Schließlich erlaubte der neue de novo entworfene Inhibitor die Durchführung
eines STD (Saturation Transfer Difference) NMR Experiments um die
Bindung an HpHtrA zu untersuchen. Diese biophysikalische Methode
ermöglicht die Untersuchung der direkten Liganden-Protein Bindung. Die
Ergebnisse bestätigten dass die entworfene Substanz tatsächlich direkt mit
dem Enzym in Wechselwirkung tritt. Ein verstärkter Energietransfer wurde für
den aromatischen Teil des Inhibitors (Phenylfuranyl) gemessen. Diese
Beobachtung

steht

in

Übereinstimmung

mit

der

Struktur-Aktivitäts-

Beziehungsstudie, die im zweiten Teil der Doktorarbeit aufgestellt wurde.
Die Resultate aus dieser Doktorarbeit unterstützen die weitere Validierung
von HpHtrA als relevantes therapeutisches Angriffsziel gegen H. pylori
Infektionen und zeigen zugleich die Leistungsfähigkeit der computerbasierten
Wirkstoffsuche für innovative Targets auf.
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INTRODUCTION

Drug discovery is an empirical discipline. Worldwide, folk medicine discovered
efficacious remedies for practical use. Of these a particularly successful
example is Acetylsalicylic Acid (ASA) (ASPIRINTM, Bayer Ag, Germany). ASA
originates from salicylic acid, a molecule found in the bark of willow trees in
1763 (Stone, 1763). In 1897, the German chemist Felix Hoffmann, first
synthesized ASA (Sneader, 2000). In 2013, the over-the-counter drug product
AspirinTM yielded €464 million in revenues and represents the 10th highestgrossing product for Bayer Healthcare (http://healthcare.bayer.com). As of
2009, 50% of all approved drugs on the market are still natural-derived drugs
(Jessel et al., 2009).
Nature has not only inspired drug discovery through traditional means but also
through computer assisted drug design. For example, machine-learning
algorithms like neuronal networks are inspired by nature (Leardi, 2003).
Similarly, the simplification of reality leads to molecular design models.
Whenever we talk about design in drug discovery, we draw a link to the
technical meaning of the term “design”: “Whether it be the sweeping eagle in
his flight, or the open apple-blossom, the toiling work-horse, the blithe swan,
the branching oak, the winding stream at its base, the drifting clouds, over all
the coursing sun, form ever follows function, and this is the law” (Sullivan,
1896). In line with modern architecture and industrial design, molecular design
pursues the credo “form follows function” (Schneider and Baringhaus, 2014).
The better we understand the purpose and mechanism of a drug, the better
we can design and optimize its structure. Generally speaking, the available
biological data, target knowledge and current understanding of diseases,
limits drug discovery. Although, drug discovery is an old discipline, it still
remains a challenge to find new biologically active molecules to treat diseases
and their symptoms.
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1.1

TARGET BACKGROUND

Microbes colonize every accessible surface of the human body. An adult
human consists of approximately 3.72 x 1013 eukaryotic cells (Bianconi et al.,
2013) and is colonized by trillions of bacteria. In other words, the human body
carries ten times more foreign cells then human cells. The varieties of the
bacterial flora differ according to body site and function. For example,
microorganisms are interacting with the human metabolism and homeostasis
(Cho and Blaser, 2012), including the immune system, by providing an initial
defensive mechanism against disease-causing bacteria (Kim et al., 2010).
The function and composition of the bacterial population on the human body
represents a broad field, which is heavily studied (Cho and Blaser, 2012;
Methé et al., 2012). Human cells developed protective strategies to regulate
the population of the microbes, and block the penetration of extrinsic
organisms by developing tightly structured cell monolayers (epithelia).
Epithelial cells cover and protect tissue against pathogenic bacteria (Kim et
al., 2010). The protective structure results from the adhesiveness and polarity
sustentative character of the cell-cell connections.
The multi-protein complexes that make up the cell to cell connections, called
junctions, are grouped into four types: the Adherens Junctions (AJ),
Desmosomes (DS), Gap Junctions (GJ), and Tight Junctions (TJ) (Table I.1)
(Alberts et al., 2002). These protein assemblies generate the linkage and
enable communication between the cells. Their specific compositions depend
on the cellular context they are expressed in (Grakoui et al., 1999). TJ contain
different proteins including Junctional Adherens Molecule (JAM-1), occludin
and claudin, and function as regulators of selective permeability, the diffusion
of membrane components, and maintain cell rigidity and stability. AJ are
mainly responsible for the adhesion, which is accomplished by clusters of
catherins of type 1, like E-cadherin and nectin. AJ are also involved in the
early stage of cell morphology. GJ connect the cytoplasmic compartments of
neighboring cells and regulate the passage of water-soluble ions and small
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molecules via connexin contacts. DS form stable bonds between cells by
connecting desmoglein and desmocollin thereby rigidifying the cell assembly
(Green et al., 2010).
Table I.1. Overview of major barrier-preserving protein complexes in epithelial
cells.
Tight Junction
(TJ)
Elements

Adherens
Junction (AJ)

Gap Junction
(GJ)

Desmosome
(DS)

•
•
•

JAM-1
Occludin
Claudin

•
•

E-cadherin
Nectin

•

Connexin

•
•

Desmoglein
Desmocollin

•

Selective
permeability
Diffusion of
membrane
components
Cell rigidity
Cell stability

•
•

Adhesion
Cell
morphology
during
embryoand carcinogenesis

•

Cytoplasm
connection
Exchange
of soluble
lowmolecular
weight
molecules

•

Rigidity

•
Function
•

•

It is known that bacteria colonizing the human body can disrupt cell barriers
and cause infections and various diseases. Human specific pathogenic
bacteria developed an evolutionary defense mechanism to degrade epithelial
barriers and colonize deeper tissues (Kim et al., 2010; Shames et al., 2008;
Sousa et al., 2005). Bacterially secreted disulfide reducing enzymes,
proteases, glycosidases, adhesion factors, as well as flagella, lead to
favorable colonization conditions for the pathogens (Galan, 2009; Kim et al.,
2010; Sun, 2009). For example, in case of an infection with the gastric
pathogen Helicobacter pylori (H. pylori), the loss of cell connection is achieved
by E-cadherin shedding (Weydig et al., 2007), which in turn induces the
transmigration of the pathogen across the protecting epithelial layer (Wessler
and Backert, 2008). Hoy et al. showed that H. pylori HtrA contributes to Ecadherin cleavage (Figure I.1) (Hoy et al., 2010).
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Figure I.1. Schematic of H. pylori HtrA function in GI epithelia. H. pylori
(black) secrets the enzyme HtrA (purple) close to the gastric epithelial cells.
HtrA cleaves its natural substrate E-cadherin (brown), a component of the
cell-cell adherence and communication apparatus. H. pylori is able to cross
the cell layer and reach deeper tissue-areas.
1.1.1 The cell-adherence molecule E-cadherin
E-cadherin belongs to the pleiotropic superfamily of cadherins. It is part of the
Cadherin Major Branch (CMB) superfamily, C-1 family and Type 1 (classical)
superfamily. E-cadherin (CDH1) is a calcium-dependent transmembrane
protein with repeated structural domains (Hulpiau and van Roy, 2009;
Takeichi, 1988). E-cadherin forms specific cell-cell adhesion and also plays
an important role in cell signaling. It triggers cell signaling and affects
embryogenesis, morphogenesis and homeostasis (van Roy and Berx, 2008).
E-cadherin is developed in a very early stage during embryogenesis (eightcell stage) (Green at al, 2010). The functionality of E-cadherin is influenced by
post-translational modification of E-cadherin through N-glycosylation, Oglycosylation and phosphorylation (Pinho et al., 2011).
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E-cadherin
transmembrane domain
EC1

EC2

EC3

EC4

EC5
intracellular domain

extracellular domain

Figure I.2. Schematic of E-cadherin. E-cadherin consists of three domains; an
extracellular domain (purple), a transmembrane domain (orange) and an
intracellular domain. The extracellular domain is divided into five Extracellular
Cadherin (EC) domains (adapted from Hoy et al., 2010).
Characterization of E-cadherin
E-cadherin connects two cell surfaces mainly via homophilic interaction: two
E-cadherins interact with each other to generate the adherence (Hulpiau and
van Roy, 2009; Shapiro et al., 1995). The structure of E-cadherin is
constructed of three domains; a C-terminal cytoplasmic domain, a membranespanning domain and a N-terminal extracellular part (Figure I.2). The
extracellular domain consists of repeated Extracellular Cadherin (EC) motifs,
a signal peptide and a pro-domain. Both extensions need to be cleaved off in
order for E-cadherin to function as a cell connecting agent (Huber and Weis,
2001). E-cadherin has a molecular mass of approximate 120 kDa (Pokutta et
al., 1994).
Extracellular domain
The functional extracellular component consists of five repeated domains
(EC1-EC5). Each EC consists of two beta-sheets with seven beta-strands
forming a hydrophobic surface “bead”. The “beads” are linked by domains,
which contain calcium-binding sites. These are important for structural folding
and stability (Pokutta et al., 1994). The ectodomain structure resembles the
structure of immunoglobulin-like domains (Hulpiau and van Roy, 2009). Three
domain-domain interfaces contain the cadherin consensus sequence [LIV]-X[LIV]-X-D-X-N-D-[NH]-X-P

(PROSITE

pattern

ID:

PS00232)

(http://prosite.expasy.org/PDOC00205; rel. 20.95), and one of the remaining
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linkage regions are similar to this pattern. Three calcium ions are suggested
to bind to each linker, so that in total 12 calcium ions bind on each E-cadherin
(Nagar et al., 1996). Single-residue mutations within the EC1-EC2 or EC2EC3 calcium-binding domains led to the loss of cell-cell connections (Ozawa,
1990). E-cadherin dimerization was studied intensively and Pertz et al.
showed by crystallographic analysis that the critical interaction residue for the
formation of dimer is Trp2 (PDB-ID: 1FFE (Berman et al., 2000; Pertz et al.,
1999)). The dimerization of E-cadherin proteins critically depends on the
presence of Trp2 and the calcium concentration in the environment. A low
calcium concentration (500 µM) results in the formation of the cis-dimer, which
is an interaction between EC1 and EC2 of two E-cadherins on the surface of
the same cell. In higher calcium concentrations (>1 mM) E-cadherin forms
trans-dimers, in which the EC1 domains of two E-cadherins from adjacent
cells are connected (Hulpiau and van Roy, 2009). Cis-formations of Ecadherins results in weak interactions whereas the trans-dimer shows
stronger adherence (Harrison et al., 2011). Not only EC1-EC1 binding has
been suggested (Harrison et al., 2011), but also trans interaction of different
EC domains of opposing E-cadherins is possible in vivo (Renauld-Young and
Gallin, 2002).
Intracellular domain
The E-cadherin intracellular domain contains structurally conserved proteinprotein interaction sites for p120 catenin and β-catenin (van Roy and Berx,
2008). Both proteins are regulated by phosphorylation (Piedra at al, 2003).
The E-cadherin p120 catenin-binding site is called the Juxtamembrane
Domain (JMD) and contains the residue motif EGGGE (van Roy and Berx,
2008). P120 catenin functions as a connection between the AJ and the
microtubule network. The protein has also been shown to play a role in cell
signaling (Anastasiadis and Reynolds, 2000). It is an inhibitor of clathrinmediated endocytosis (Meng and Takeichi, 2009). β-catenin interacts with the
Catenin Binding Domain (CBD) motif SLSSL (van Roy and Berx, 2008).
Wingless
-6-
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(Wnt)

signaling

is

influenced

by

β-catenin

during
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embryogenesis and carcinogenesis. β-catenin influences cell-cell adherence
by stabilizing E-cadherin (Nelson, 2008). If there is disequilibrium of the βcatenin distribution, β-catenin accumulates in the nucleus where it triggers
proliferation-associated gene expression (Tian et al., 2011). α-catenin binds
on β-catenin and to actin (Green et al. 2010). In 2008, Abe and Masatoshi
found evidence for another protein involved in the F-actin binding called
Epelin. It acts as linkage to F-actin and forms a cadherin- β-catenin- αcatenin-Epelin complex (Abe and Masatoshi, 2008).
Degradation of E-cadherin by proteases
The stability of E-cadherin is not only threatened by the binding of calcium
and β-catenin, but also by the cleavage by host proteases (Grabowsky and
Day, 2012). Ectodomain cleavage is achieved by metalloproteinases, such as
ADAM-10 (Maretzky et al., 2005) and ADAM-15 (Najy, 2008), and Matrix
Metalloproteinases (MMPs), for instance MMP-3 and MMP-7 (Noe et al.,
2001; Lochter et al., 1997). Additionally, serine proteases including kallikrein-6
(Klucky, 2007), kallikrein-7 (Johnson et al., 2007) and elastase cleave Ecadherin (Mayerle et al., 2005). Transmembrane and intracellular cleavage is
performed by proteases including caspase-3 (Keller and Nigram, 2003), the γsecretase complex (Marambaud et al., 2002) and calpain (Rios-Doria et al.,
2003). Several MMP cleavage sites in E-cadherin have been discovered (Ito
et al., 1999). Several environmental proteases also cleave E-cadherin (Takai
and Ikeda, 2011). The bacterial serine protease HtrA disintegrates the Ecadherin ectodomain (Hoy et al., 2010). A soluble E-cadherin ectodomain
cleavage fragment (approximate 80 kDa) has been proposed as a prognostic
tumor marker (De Wever et al., 2007). Depending on the cancer type, Ecadherin has been found to be up- or down regulated (David and
Rajasekaran, 2007). Other diseases have also been associated with Ecadherin down regulation (David and Rajasekaran, 2007). Therefore, Ecadherin acts as a tumor suppressor, and misfolding, degradation and
expression of E-cadherin are linked to carcinogenesis (Royer and Lu, 2011;
Stemmler, 2008; Berx et al., 1998).
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Many organisms including bacteria contain cadherins and cadherin-like
proteins, which are defined as proteins containing non-consecutive ECdomains or lack the cadherin-specific calcium binding sites (Hulpiau and van
Roy, 2009). As of today, there are no cadherin-like molecules described in H.
pylori.

1.1.2 The bacterium Helicobacter pylori
More than half of the world population is infected with H. pylori (Wang et al.,
2013). The primary infection is localized in the stomach. In 1982, the Gramnegative bacteria H. pylori was discovered by Warren and Marshall (Marshall
and Warren, 1984), who received the Nobel prize in Physiology or Medicine
for their discovery and linkage between the bacteria, host gastric inflammation
and peptic ulcer diseases in 2005. The bacterium was renamed from
Campylobacter pylori to Helicobacter pylori because of its helical shape. The
microaerophilic bacterium has a length of 0.5 - 3 µm (Figure I.3). It develops
up to seven flagella on one end of the bacterium as a locomotive system
(Kamangar et al., 2011).

Figure I.3. The bacteria H. pylori on human gastric adenocarcinoma (AGS)
cells. (Copyright Paul-Ehrlich Institut, Langen, Germany)
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Infection
Occurrence of the bacterial infection depends on various environmental
factors pertaining to the infected persons and their living situation. Children
have a higher risk of infection than adults. H. pylori is often transmitted via
breast milk, oral-oral or fecal-oral contact. The socio-economic and the
hygienic situations play a key role in the infection potential of H. pylori
(Raymond et al., 2004). H. pylori is able to survive in the stomach
environment, which is challenging for reasons of peristalsis, the continuous
rebuilding of the gastric mucus layer and gastric cells as well as the low pH
(1.5 – 3.5 pH) in the stomach. H. pylori interacts with multiple host proteins
and the infection leads to a damage of the gastric mucosa and changes in the
whole gastric physiology by influencing hormone releases of gastric cell
(Wang et al., 2013). The majority of the infected population never develops
clinical symptoms. Nevertheless, H. pylori infection causes specific damage of
the mucus-producing cells in the stomach (Warren, 2000). The overall gastric
bacterial assemblage differs between H. pylori-infected individuals and H.
pylori-negative persons. H. pylori-negatives have a higher biodiversity in
contrast to H. pylori-infected people, because their gastric microbiome consist
mainly of H. pylori bacteria (Andersson et al., 2008).
Diseases
The detailed linkage between H. pylori infection, symptoms and H. pyloricaused diseases remain to be investigated. However, it is known that H. pylori
stomach infection does not automatically trigger the development of a
disease; the infection can remain neutral (asymptomatic) or may even have a
protecting impact on health disorders. For example, H. pylori infection
supresses the host immune system and therefore the risk of developing
asthma diseases reduces for H. pylori infected children (Blaser et al., 2008;
Arnold, 2011). Moreover, H. pylori-positive individuals are suggested to have
decreased risk of reflux esophagitis (El-Serag and Sonnenberg, 1998; Peek
and Blaser, 2002). According to the current knowledge, H. pylori are
ambiphionic bacteria (Blaser et al., 2008).
-9-
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H. pylori-associated chronic gastric inflammation may influence the
development of gastritis and peptic ulcer diseases in the presence of enabling
environmental factors (Wang F., 2013). These include the genetic
predisposition of the patient (El-Omar et al., 2000) and individual risks
(cigarette smoking, alcohol, use of non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs
[NSAIDs]) (Forman and Burley, 2006). Because of the strong potential of it
developing into stomach cancer and gastric mucosa-associated lymphoid
tissue (MALT) tumors, H. pylori was declared a class 1 carcinogen by the
international agency for research on cancer in 1994 (IARC working group,
1994). The World Health Organization (WHO) reported in 2009 that 63% of
stomach cancer deaths are caused by H. pylori infections. Still, the exact
mechanism(s) and causative influences of the pathogenic factors triggering
inflammation and disease development are still not fully understood.
Pathogenesis of Helicobacter pylori
H. pylori provides a complex range of substances for its survival and
pathogenicity in the stomach. The H. pylori virulence factors (Lu et al., 2005)
and colonization promotive agents (Hill, 2012) that have been identified so far
can be assigned into three groups; (i) membrane-bound factors, (ii) secreted
factors, and (iii) injected factors (Posselt et al., 2013). The “membrane-bound
factors” contain H. pylori adhesins, Type 4 Pillus Proteins (T4SS) and enable
the bacteria to bind to the host cells. The “secreted factors” include
Vacuolating cytotoxin A (VacA), urease, γ-Glutamyl Transpeptidase (GGT)
and HtrA, which are known to disrupt host cell barrier, activate several
signaling pathways and contribute to the pathogen's colonization potential.
The “injected substances” group contains Cytotoxin-associated gene A
(CagA) and peptidoglycan, which are, as the group name indicates, injected
into the host cell by the bacteria. All three groups of factors trigger cellular
responses and activate signaling cascades in the host cells, including the
adherence, inflammation, apoptosis, motility and proliferation (Posselt et al.,
2013). This accumulation of H. pylori-induced effects, combined with
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environmental factors (El-Omar et al., 2000; Forman and Burley, 2006),
results in pathogenesis, including life-long colonization, chronic inflammation,
disruption of the epithelial cell-barrier, potentially developing into gastritis,
peptic ulcers and stomach cancer (Posselt et al., 2013). Research has not yet
fully clarified the exact mode of action for all the mentioned H. pylori
expressed substances. Identification and exploration of H. pylori factors are
important to gain new information about H. pylori pathogenicity. Further
knowledge in this area will help to develop a tailored treatment of H. pylori
infection.
Diagnosis and treatment of Helicobacter pylori infection
Diagnosis
The symptoms of acute H. pylori infection are defined as nausea, emesis and
pain in the upper abdomen. After recognizing these symptoms, diagnostics
are applied to identify their cause. Both non-invasive and invasive methods
are commonly used for H. pylori diagnosis. Non-invasive methods include
serological, breath, salvia, urine and stool tests. These are functional assays,
whereby metabolic products, antibodies or pathogenic factors of H. pylori are
analyzed (Malfertheiner et al., 2007). For the Urea Breath Test (UBT),
patients take

13

C-labeled urea. Urease of H. pylori consequently degrades the

urea and transforms it into carbon dioxide, released as isotopic-labeled
carbonic dioxide gas, which is then detected through the exhalation (Shirin et
al., 2001). Through the serology and feces methods, specific monoclonal
antibody and polyclonal antibodies can be determined. Several antibody
detection kits are available; however they often lack reliability (Malfertheiner et
al., 2007). The invasive method is a biopsy. The tissue sample is histologically
analyzed for urease activity and bacterial cell culture (McColl, 2010). It is
important to take into account ongoing medication like Proton-Pump Inhibitors
(PPIs) to avoid false negative results. UBT is predominantly recommended as
the first choice for the diagnosis of H. pylori infections. If the UBT is not
indicated, antibody stool tests are recommended (Malfertheiner et al., 2007).
- 11 -
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Treatment
After diagnosis of the bacterial infection an eradication of H. pylori is
recommended. The first choice therapy according to the Maastricht
consensus is a triple or quadruple treatment with different antibiotics and one
PPI and/or bismuth salt. The duration of the so-called eradication therapy lays
between seven and 10 to a maximum of 14 days, depending on the
regulations of the country in which treatment is administered. The
recommended dosage also differs because of the variance of the resistance
in different regions (Malfertheiner et al., 2007). There is a strong difference in
Europe for resistance between northern and southern countries. For the
south, nearly 20% of clarithromycin resistance has been reported, while in
northern populations only 4% showed resistance to the antibiotic, as observed
between 1997 and 1998 (Glupczynski et al., 2001). Maastrich guidelines for
the treatment suggest PPI, like esomeprazole or rabeprazol, 40 mg twice a
day (Malfertheiner et al., 2012). The choice of antibiotics is based on the
resistance potential of the pathogenic strain and differs regionally. The
macrolide clarithromycin is suggested in combination with the aminopenicillin
amoxicillin. If the patient suffers from a penicillin allergy the combination of
clarithromycin and metronidazole is recommended. Alternatively, combination
treatments with quinolones like levofloxacin are used to treat H. pylori
infection (Malfertheiner et al., 2012). Preliminary studies showed that a
sequential therapy, first five days PPI-amoxicillin plus five days of PPIclarithromycin-tinidazole,

demonstrate

a

new

concept

with

improved

eradication success (Malfertheiner et al., 2007). Additionally, the newly
discovered

concomitant

eradication

method,

which

includes

PPI-

clarithromycin-amoxicillin-metronidazole for 10 days, and hybrid eradication,
which consists of first PPI-amoxicillin for seven days plus PPI-amoxicillinclarithromycin-metronidazole for seven days, are currently under investigation
and have already demonstrated an advantage over standard therapies,
especially for dual-resistant strains (Kanizaj and Kunac, 2014). However,
every eradication treatment leads to unwanted side effects. Typical side
effects of clarithromycin are headache, diarrhea, candida infections, skin
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eruptions and anaphylaxis. The patients are encouraged to add a probiotic
agent to the therapy, such as Lactobacillus, to lessen side effects, in particular
antibiotic-induced diarrhea (Armuzzi et al., 2001), and improve the therapy
success by their antibacterial effect via host-immune stimulation and mucosal
barrier stabilization. Because of partially inconsistent data, the effectiveness
of probiotic substituents is critically under investigations at the moment
(Kanizaj and Kunac, 2014).
Regardless of the eradication scheme performed, patient compliance is low
(O’Connor et al., 2009). Taking several different drugs multiple times a day
increases the risk of a treatment termination. Additionally, the current H. pylori
therapy can be insufficient because of rising bacterial resistance to the
antibiotics, the emerging side effects and high costs of the combination
therapy. Since the 1990s it has been reported that H. pylori has become
increasingly resistant to antibiotics (especially clarithromycin) (Mégraud et al.,
2004; Kanizaj and Kunac, 2014). Therefore, clarithromycin is recommended in
populations with less than 15-20% resistance (Malfertheiner et al., 2007). In
regions with a higher clarithromycin resistance, bismuth quadruple therapies
are recommended (Malfertheiner et al., 2012). Host polymorphism of proton
pump inhibitor metabolism and bioavailability factors, like cytochrome P450
2C19, contributes to an inefficient eradication (Furuta and Graham, 2010).
The eradication success rate of the standard therapy, without providing
special monitoring, levels at up to 70% (Malfertheiner et al., 2012). Therefore,
local and personal antibiotic evaluations are key aspects for treatment
success (Kanizaj and Kunac, 2014). H. pylori eradication as a preventive
procedure for gastric cancer is only substantiated by non-randomized
controlled studies so far, although randomized control studies provide hints for
a risk reduction for the patients after eradication (Malfertheiner et al., 2007).
H. pylori eradication fails because of poor patient compliance and antibiotic
resistance. Therefore, four weeks after finishing the treatment, a diagnostic
test is recommended to monitor the therapeutic success (Malfertheiner et al.,
2007). Consequently, there is a need for new anti-infective agents for
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pathogen eradication and alternative treatment approaches as well as
prevention techniques. The design of a vaccine is challenging because of H.
pylori strain variety and the long clinical manifestation time (Kanizaj and
Kunac, 2014). Until now, preventive H. pylori vaccine research has failed in
the clinical phase (Czinn and Blanchard, 2011). Therefore, other treatment
concepts seem to be the more promising route, for which the identification of
specific drug targets plays a key-role.

1.1.3 The bacterial enzyme High temperature requirement A (HtrA)
The enzyme HtrA was discovered and identified in Escherichia coli (E. coli)
(Lipinska et al., 1988; Strauch et al., 1989; Swamy et al., 1983). HtrA is
expressed in single- and multi-cellular organisms (Page and Di Cera, 2008). A
special function of HtrA is, depending on the organism and context, its ability
to reversibly switch on and off its dual protease and chaperon function
(Clausen et al., 2011). HtrA acts as both a regulatory and a protective agent
through its ability to trigger refolding and degradation of proteins. It is also
associated with signaling pathways. Therefore, HtrA plays a key function in
protein quality control in important cellular processes like cell proliferation, cell
migration, pathogenicity of microbes and more (Clausen et al., 2011). Some
organisms express more than one HtrA type, including E. coli (three) (Bass et
al., 1996; Waller and Sauer et al., 1996) and humans (four) (Clausen et al.,
2002). Essentially, HtrA plays a critical role in H. pylori. No HtrA-knockout
mutant for H. pylori could be generated so far (Salama et al., 2004), but for
the related pathogen Campylobacter jejuni (C. jejuni) an HtrA-knockout
mutant was obtained (Hoy et al., 2012).
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Characterization of HtrA
The enzyme HtrA belongs to the enzyme family of serine proteases. The HtrA
active site is conserved in the HtrA family and features a catalytic triad of Ser,
His and Asp and an oxyanion hole. It is therefore considered a trypsin-like
protease (Clausen et al., 2011). Furthermore, HtrA is a non-ATP dependent
heat-shock protein (chaperone). It is extremely stable in acidic conditions and
therefore stabilizes the bacteria under stress conditions (Hansen and
Hilgenfeld, 2013). An N-terminal signal peptide, a serine protease domain and
one or more PDZ domains (Postsynaptic density protein [PSD95], Drosophila
disc large tumor suppressor [Dlg1], and Zonula occludens-1 protein [ZO-1])
form the protein HtrA (Clausen et al., 2011). The protease domain structure is
formed out of the canonical trypsin fold, two β-barrels and additional αhelices. The HtrA-PDZ domains contain five β-strands, which form a βsandwich structure, and two additional helices. The active site and the PDZ1
site

possess

similar

pockets

(Hansen

and

Hilgenfeld,

2013).

The

hydrophobicity of the catalytic site was studied computationally and validated
experimentally by Hoy at al. in 2012. They showed that the cleavage of Ecadherin by HtrAs of different organism, H. pylori, C. jejuni, E. coli, Shigella
flexneri (S. flexneri) and Neisseria gonorrhoeae (N. gonorrhoeae) depends on
the hydrophobicity of the active site. HtrA of H. pylori, C. jenuni, E. coli and S.
flexneri have a conserved hydrophobic pocket. Only HtrA N. gonorrhoeae
possesses a glutamine residue in the catalytic site of HtrA and is therefore not
able to cleave its natural substrate E-cadherin like the HtrAs from the other
pathogens. The mutation Gln263A enables the cleavage potential of N.
gonorrhoeae HtrA for E-cadherin in vitro (Hoy et al., 2012).
It has been reported that HtrA has various influences on the virulence
potential of several pathogens, e.g. by contributing to the expression of
membrane proteins and the construction of biofilms (Biswas and Biswas,
2005), the secretion of additional virulence factors (Vitikainen et al., 2005;
Baud et al., 2009) and the disruption of cell adherence of host epithelial cells
(Hoy et al., 2010).
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protease domain
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Asp
Ser
His
catalytic triad

PDZ2

Figure I.4. Structure of E. coli HtrA (EcDegP). The catalytic site in the
protease domain, the PDZ1 and PDZ2 are highlighted. The amino acids
belonging to the catalytic triad of the enzyme are shown as sticks.
E. coli HtrA
Generally speaking, E. coli HtrA is the best studied enzyme of the HtrA
proteins. There are three E. coli HtrA variants, EcDegP, EcDegS and
EcDegQ. EcDegP is a cage-forming protease and performs a multi-digest of
its substrates (Krojer et al., 2008). The fundamental unit of all HtrAs is trimeric
(Figure I.4). The inactive form of EcDegP is a hexamer. The proteolytically
active HtrA contains 12, 15, 18 or 24 protein copies depending on the
substrate (Kim et al., 2011), where the flexible PDZ1 and PDZ2 domains
stabilize the oligomers (Hansen and Hilgenfeld, 2013). The substrate is
cleaved in the catalytic site. The cleaved fragments, also called degrons, bind
in the EcDegP proteolytic site as well as to the PDZ1 site (Iwanczyk et al.,
2007; Krojer et al., 2008; Kim et al., 2011). EcDegP cleaves after the amino
acids [I, V, M, L, T, S, A] (Kolmar et al., 1996; Krojer et al., 2008).
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A

substrate

B

active site
protease domain PDZ1

active site

protease domain

PDZ1

Figure I.5. Schematic of EcDegP protease and PDZ1 domain. A) The
allosteric-regulated substrate cleavage of EcDegP is shown (adapted from
Clausen et al., 2011). A substrate is binding to the PDZ1 binding-pocket and
the catalytic site of EcDegP. The substrate gets cleaved as long as the Cterminus of the substrate is binding to the PDZ1 binding-pocket and the
substrate is able to reach and bind the catalytic site. B) Crystal structure of
EcDegP. The cleavage site in the protease domain and the C-terminal
substrate binding-pocket in the PDZ1 domain are highlighted (chain A of PDB
ID: 3OTB; Kim et al., 2011).

The cleavage potential of EcDegP is allosterically regulated (Figure I.5)
(Krojer et al., 2008). The PDZ1 domain of EcDegP binds the C-terminus of the
substrate and the substrate extends to the active site. The substrate is
cleaved as long as there is a peptide binding to the PDZ1 domain and is long
enough to reach the catalytic site of HtrA. Therefore, protease activity is
regulated by a positive feedback mechanism: cleavage takes place as long as
substrate is available (Hansen and Hilgenfeld, 2013). EcDegP mutants
lacking the PDZ2 domain remain proteolytic active; consequently EcDegP
trimers are catalytic active too. Therefore, protein oligomerization (Figure I.6)
is not essential for the proteolytic potential, but plays a key role in substrate
recognition and chaperon function (Hansen and Hilgenfeld, 2013).
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Figure I.6. Schematic of HtrA oligomerization states (adapted from Hansen
and Hilgenfeld, 2013). The graphic shows a size comparison of E. coli DegP
(EcDegP) 6-mer, Legionella fallonii DegP (LfDegP) 6-mer, EcDegP 12-mer, E.
coli DegQ (EcDegQ) 12-mer and EcDegP 24-mer.

Function of H. pylori HtrA
H. pylori bacteria export HtrA into the extracellular space (Löwer et al., 2008),
where the serine protease activity cleaves its natural substrate E-cadherin by
an unknown mechanism (Hoy et al., 2010). By disrupting the E-cadherin
mediated cell-cell connections H. pylori are able to cross the epithelial cell
layer (Weydig et al., 2007). HtrA contributes to the disruption of the cellular
barrier by cleaving the adherence junctions, but not the tight junctions (Hoy et
al., 2010). Tight junctions are supposed to be destroyed by other H. pylori
factors like VacA or urease (Papini et al., 1998; Wroblewski et al., 2009). It
still remains to be identified how HtrA recognizes and cleaves E-cadherin and
whether HtrA-mediated E-cadherin cleavage influences signaling pathways of
the host cells like it is described for MMPs-mediated E-cadherin cleavage
(Noe et al., 2001; Lochter et al., 1997).
Additionally, HtrA has been found to be a structure-bond protein (Jungblut and
Klose, 1985; Backert et al., 2005), so it is suggested to bind at the outer
surface of H. pylori (Hoy et al., 2012a). HtrA is a stress response protease;
therefore the impact of several stress conditions, like temperature and pH, on
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H. pylori HtrA activity was tested. Temperature has a clear impact on HtrA
oligomerization and activity. With increasing temperature the protein
oligomers degrade, while the amounts of monomers and shorter HtrA (s-HtrA,
auto-cleaved HtrA) increase. HtrA showed no E-cadherin cleavage activity at
low temperatures, 5-13°C, and high temperatures over 65°C when exposed
for over 4 hours, and the highest E-cadherin cleavage potential was observed
at 37°C (Hoy et al., 2012b), i.e. body core temperature. E-cadherin shedding
by HtrA peaked in a pH range of 6–7; no activity was measured at extreme
acidic and basic pH (Hoy et al., 2012b). It appears that HtrA has developed
optimal protease regulation in the stomach; it switches on its E-cadherin
cleavage potential in an environment of 37°C and a pH of 7 (Hoy et al.,
2012b), which is the pH near the epithelial mucus layer (Forssell et al., 1988),
where E-cadherin is located. Further activity studies demonstrated that the
mutation of the Ser in the catalytic site of HtrA leads to the proteolytically
inactive protein (Hoy et al., 2010).
H. pylori HtrA Inhibitors
The first potential HtrA active site inhibitor was discovered by Schneider and
coworkers by receptor-based virtual screening (Hoy et al., 2010, Löwer et al.,
2011). To begin with, six active molecules were found to inhibit HtrA protease
activity. The HHI (compound I.1) compound blocked casein and E-cadherin
cleavage (Table I.2). A follow up study resulted in two new inhibitors by
ligand-based virtual screening, based on HHI as query (Table I.2) (Klenner et
al., 2012). For these preliminary inhibitors, no direct binding studies to HtrA
were performed. Nevertheless, these compounds may serve as starting points
for HtrA inhibitor discovery. Molecules with greater potency, different scaffolds
and improved aqueous solubility are needed for efficiently targeting HtrA and
probe HtrA as a potential target for anti-H. pylori drug discovery.
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1.2

COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

A variety of computational methods are applied in drug discovery (Schneider
and Böhm, 2002; Schneider and Baringhaus, 2008; Schneider, 2012). In
industry as well as in academia computational methods for drug discovery
enrich medical research. Besides the supportive character of computational
methods for medicinal chemists, computational approaches also serve as
idea generators for drug discovery. Virtual screening and computer-assisted
de novo design are two frequently used and successfully applied methods in
drug discovery (Schneider and Baringhaus, 2008).

1.2.1 Virtual screening
The concept of virtual screening has been around in drug discovery for
decades and is regularly applied in industry as well as academia (Carhart et
al., 1985; Willett et al., 1986; Schneider and Baringhaus, 2008; Willett, 2006).
The basic concept of virtual screening is to computationally sieve through
compound collections ("compound databases", "libraries") and identify
molecules that are similar in structure or properties to a query compound (in
terms of the molecular representation and metric used) or compatible with a
protein pocket interaction model. Virtual screening turned out to be an
alternative to High Throughput Screening (HTS) (Schneider and Böhm, 2002;
Stoichet et al., 2002) and has become a key method for lead finding (Walters
et al., 1998). Several virtual screening methods including ligand-based (ligand
serves as queries for similarity searching) and receptor-based (target protein
structure provides the information for virtual screening) approaches have
been applied and led to several successes in the past (Schneider, 2010;
Kubinyi et al., 2008). The idea of screening molecules virtually, instead of
performing immediate bioactivity tests, is cost-efficiency (Klebe, 2000). There
are numerous ways to represent a molecule for computational analysis, which
has resulted in more than 2000 so-called "descriptors" (Todeschini and
Consonni, 2008). Several implementations of virtual screening tools are
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available. Toolboxes like MOE (Molecular Operating Environment, The
Chemical Computing Group Inc., Montreal, Canada) and KNIME (Berthold et
al., 2007) allow the application of a customized filter for screening, e.g. to
exclude or include compounds according to their properties. For example,
Lipinski’s Rule-of-five (Lipinski et al., 1997) or Hopkins' Quantitative Estimate
of Drug-likeness (QED) (Bickerton et al., 2012), are designed to estimate a
compound's bioavailability and provide indicators for structure elimination
(Baell and Holloway, 2010). Nevertheless, these rule-based filters are
guidelines only, and their use and settings must be adapted to the specific
virtual screening task at hand. Existing knowledge about the target or the
reference drug can be included by combining multiple starting molecules or
receptor structures (Willett, 2006; Schneider and Baringhaus, 2008). Every
specific problem requires the definition of a tailored virtual screening strategy
and even combined ligand- and receptor-based approaches have been
reported to perform well (Drwal and Griffith, 2013).
Ligand-based virtual screening
For the ligand-based approach the structure of one or more reference
molecules and their properties are used to generate search criteria for the
virtual screening campaign. Therefore, the starting point for a ligand-based
approach is any known ligand information for the protein of interest, no threedimensional (3D) receptor information is required. Ligand-based virtual
screening aims at identifying molecules which are similar to the query
molecule(s) according to the chosen molecular representation and similarity
metric (Schneider and Böhm, 2002). Consequently, the concept of ligandbased virtual screening is based on the Chemical Similarity Principle
proposed by Johnson and Maggiora (Johnson and Maggiora, 1990), which
implicates that a small change of the compound structure is expected to result
in only a small change in the (measured) activity of the compound.
Counterexamples to this rule have been reported in several studies (Xue et
al., 2000; Martin et al., 2002; Maggiora, 2006), where small structural changes
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result in drastically changed bioactivities. Nevertheless, the Chemical
Similarity Principle is constantly applied in drug discovery and leads to the
enriched discovery of bioactive molecules.
Reference structure
Depending on the availability of reference data, the reference structure for
screening can be limited to single molecule or when enough data exists,
multiple molecules can be considered for virtual screening (Schneider and
Baringhaus, 2008). In 2012, Klenner et al. performed a ligand-based virtual
screen to identify new H. pylori HtrA inhibitors, which may function as starting
points for further drug optimization processes. This prospective virtual
screening study utilized only one single reference molecule, the HtrA inhibitor
HHI (Klenner et al., 2012). Additionally, the concept of applying various
representations or metrics to one single reference compound is called
similarity fusion (Willet 2006; Ginn et al., 2002). The usage of the same
settings (descriptor, scoring principle) for virtual screening applied on multiple
references is called data fusion (Hert et al., 2004) or group fusion (Willet,
2006).
Another method to combine several starting points is the generation of a
consensus 3D pharmacophore model (Schneider and Baringhaus, 2008). The
International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) defines a
pharmacophore as the “[…] ensemble of steric and electronic features that is
necessary to ensure the optimal supramolecular interactions with a specific
biological target structure and to trigger (or to block) its biological response”
(Wermuth et al., 1998). Various computational tools, like MOE and
LigandScout (Wolber and Langer, 2005), can be used to obtain reference
ligand alignments and select potential pharmacophore points as screening
queries for virtual screening.
Moreover, the ligand shape is a key aspect in ligand protein binding (Laggner
et al., 2008). Shape-based virtual screening (including exclusion volumes,
shape query) is represented by the study that discovered a phenylalanine
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hydroxylase (PAH) modulator to treat phenylketonuria (PKU) (Santos-Sierra
et al., 2011). The shape-focused approach, using Rapid Overlay of Chemical
Structures (ROCS, OpenEye Scientific Software, Santa Fe, NM) (Hawkins et
al., 2007), identified 84 molecules with potential activity in the National Cancer
Institute’s (NCI) compound library. Two PAH active compounds are promising
candidates for further drug development. One of the identified compounds
increases the functionality of PAH compared to the natural cofactor
Tetrahydrobiopterin (BH4) in a mouse model of the disease (Santos-Sierra et
al., 2011).
Descriptors
A computational descriptor is a representation of molecular information in a
computationally readable format and thereby provides the basis for the
computational analysis and calculation of chemical structures (Schneider and
Baringhaus, 2008). Descriptors vary in their properties and functionality and
need to be selected by taking into account the aim of the desired compounds’
properties (Schneider and Baringhaus, 2008). More abstract (“fuzzy”,
"permissive") descriptors, like the Chemically Advanced Template Search
(CATS) descriptor, lead to greater structural diversity and an increased
scaffold-hopping

potential

than

atomistic

molecular

representations

(Schneider et al., 1999; Reutlinger et al., 2013). The individual goal of virtual
screening campaigns should guide the choice of the descriptor (Schneider
and Baringhaus, 2008). In general, one-dimensional (1D), two-dimensional
(2D) and three-dimensional (3D) descriptors are available (Rognan, 2007). 1D
descriptors are implicit representations of the entire structure calculated on
the level of the chemical formula and are also called global descriptors.
Examples of computed 1D descriptors are the molecular weight, polar surface
area, calculated physicochemical properties (like clogP), and atom and bond
counts. 2D descriptors represent the molecular topology. They are molecular
graph based representations and encode the substructures and the
connectivity of the molecule (Rognan, 2007). Molecular graph representations
are usually real-valued vectors (Wiener, 1947; Kier, 1986, Moreau and Broto,
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1980; Schneider et al., 1999) or bit strings ("fingerprints") (Morgan, 1965;
Rogers and Hahn, 2010). 3D descriptors encode conformation-dependent
properties and represent them, e.g., as multi-point pharmacophore, molecular
shape, or 3D fingerprint (Rognan, 2007). 3D descriptors do not automatically
lead to more accurate results (Fechner et al., 2003), because the
conformation of the molecules is a computational estimate and does not
necessarily represent the bioactive conformation (Schneider, 2010).
Similarity measurement and rank lists
Various indices and metrics used to compute the similarity of molecules
according their descriptor are applied in computational-assisted drug design
(Leach and Gillet, 2007). Two prominent metrics used to compare descriptor
vectors in drug discovery are the Euclidean and Manhattan distance (Fechner
et al., 2003). The Tanimoto distance represents another frequently applied
similarity index and is commonly used for binary fingerprint descriptors in
virtual screening (Willet, 2006). In virtual screening, the molecules of a
compound database are ranked according to their similarity to the query with
respect to the similarity index or metric (Truchon and Bayly, 2007). The
resulting ranked list provides a tool for compound prioritization. The aim is to
obtain a significantly higher number of true positive hits than by a random
molecule selection (Laggner et al., 2008). The performance of the method can
be evaluated by the Enrichment Factor (EF) (Hawkins et al., 2008) or the
Boltzmann-Enhanced Discrimination of Receiver Operating Characteristic
(BEDROC) (Truchon and Bayly, 2007) calculations, to name two prominent
examples.
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Receptor-based virtual screening
Receptor-based virtual screening is possible when a 3D model of the target is
available. Receptor information can be provided as experimental structure
information (X-ray crystallography, high-resolution multidimensional NMR
spectroscopy) or a homology-based model structure (Schneider and Böhm,
2002; Cavasotto and Phatak, 2009). One way to perform receptor-based
virtual screening is a combination of potential binding pocket extraction and
characterization (e.g. shape, excluded volumes, pharmacophores) (Figure
I.7). Another receptor-based approach is the automatic ligand docking
(generating estimations of ligand-receptor complexes by placing a ligand in a
defined protein pocket) of library compounds inside a defined target pocket
(Greenidge et al., 1998; Leach et al., 2010).

Figure I.7. Structure-based 3D pharmacophore model. Potential interaction
points between phenylalanine hydroxylase (PAH) and the natural cofactor
tetrahydrobiopterin (BH4, blue) are displayed. Interactions with hydrogenbond donors (red), hydrogen-bond acceptors (green) and hydrophobic areas
(yellow) are highlighted.
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Extracted receptor-pocket information
Pharmacophore extraction from the ligand-binding pocket is often used for
virtual screening (Schneider and Baringhaus, 2008). A pharmacophore model
comprises of the potential protein-ligand interactions. For example the virtual
ligand concept, in which “fuzzy” pharmacophoric receptor points are
translated into feature correlation vectors (Schüller et al., 2006), was
successfully applied in a prospective drug discovery study for targeting H.
pylori HtrA (Löwer et al., 2011). A 3D-pharmacophore model, based on the
virtual ligand representation of the catalytic site of H. pylori HtrA homology
model was generated. A library of 556,767 commercially available compounds
was screened with the 3D model and led to the identification of the inhibitor
HHI, which served as a starting point for further hit discovery studies (Table
I.2) (Hoy et al., 2010; Löwer et al., 2011).
Protein-ligand docking
Protein-ligand docking, or molecular docking, is an approach for receptorbased virtual screening (Laggner et al., 2008). It predicts the preferred
orientation (binding mode, "pose") of ligands bound to a macromolecular
target in two steps, (i) the placing of the ligand and (ii) the estimation of the
binding affinity by a “scoring function” (Laggner et al., 2008). Free energy
minimization of the protein-ligand complex is required for reliable predictions
(Blaney and Dixon, 1993; Shen et al., 2008); hence docking delivers a
potentially favorable conformation and the relative orientation of both the
macromolecular target and the small molecule binder (Krovat et al., 2005).
More than 60 docking software tools have been described (Moitessier et al.,
2008). Among the most frequently cited docking methods are AutoDock
(Morris et al., 1998), GOLD (Verdonk et al., 2003), Glide (Friesner et al.,
2004), Surflex (Jain, 2003) FlexX (Rarey et al., 1996), DOCK (Oshiro et al.,
1995), ICM (Abagyan et al., 1994), and MOE (Corbeil et al., 2012) (Moitessier
et al., 2008). The docking tools place ligands in proteins based on different
ligand conformer generation and placement techniques (Yuriev et al., 2013),
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and tools can be characterized accordingly (Laggner et al., 2008): For
example, FlexX performs docking using an incremental construction approach
(Rarey et al., 1996); in DOCK, a shape-based algorithm is implemented;
GOLD docks compounds by help of a genetic algorithm (Goldberg, 1989);
Glide uses a systematic search; LigandFit (Venkatachalam et al., 2003)
performs Monte Carlo sampling (Metropolis and Ulam, 1949), and Surflex
docks ligands using a surface-based molecular similarity approach (Verdonk
et al., 2003).
Despite the appeal of 3D docking, the approach faces difficulties.
Considerable issues with protein-ligand docking methods include the flexibility
of macromolecular targets and protein-ligand complexes and the definition of
the appropriate docking environment, which includes the presence of water
molecules, salt ions, and protonating state differences by pH changes, as well
as metal representation and weighting (Krovat et al., 2005; Schneider, 2010).
The most critical aspect of automated ligand docking is the inaccuracy of the
scoring functions employed. They are used for the evaluation of the docking
poses and are the basis for the rank lists of the most reliable binding poses
and ligand conformations (Waszkowycz et al., 2011). In 2008, Moitessier et al.
summarized over 30 scoring functions used in molecular docking, which can
be grouped into three different categories: the physically motivated Force
Fields (FF), the Empirical (E) and the Knowledge-Based (KB) scoring
functions (Table I.3) (Moitessier et al., 2008).
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Table I.3. Scoring functions in molecular docking and selected examples
(Moitessier et al., 2008).
Scoring function

Example

!=
Force field scoring
function
(FF)
based on
VDWa, electrostatic
interaction, internal
strain energy

Empirical scoring
function
(E)
based on
weighted energy
terms including e.g.
hydrogen-bonding,
metal ligation,
hydrophobic
effects, ligand
flexibility

Knowledge-based
scoring function
(KB)
based on
atom-pair distance
and angular
distributions
a

!

!!"
! ! !"
!"

−

!!"
!
!!"

Applied in

+ 332

!! !!
! !!" !!"

!!" = distance between protein atom i and
ligand atom j
!!" , !!" = VDWa repulsion and attraction
parameters
!! !! = atomic point charges
! = dielectric function
factor 332 converts the electrostatic
energy into kcal/mol

DOCK
(Oshiro et al.,
1995)

Δ!!"#$ = Δ!! + Δ!!" !" ! Δr ! Δα +
Δ!!"# !"# ! Δr +Δ!!"#$ !"#$ ! Δr +
Δ!!"## ! !!"#

!!"#

Δ!!"#$ = free energy of binding
! = penalty function
Δr = radius
Δα = angle
= number of frozen rotational bonds

! !, ! = −!! !"#

SCORE1 (LUDI)
(Böhm et al.,
1994a,b)

!"#$%&$'
!!"
!
!"#!$%!&

!!"

!

!! = Boltzmann constant
T = absolute temperature
!!" = observed and expected frequencies
for atom types i and j
r = distance

PMF
(Muegge and
Martin, 1999)
DrugScore
(Gohlke et al.,
2000)

VDW, Van der Waals interaction
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1.2.2 Computer-assisted molecular de novo design
Computer-assisted molecular de novo design is an umbrella term describing
computational methods that generate New Chemical Entities (NCEs) via
computational methods. Contrary to virtual screening or HTS, de novo design
is not based on screening in an already existing chemical pool for active
compounds (Hartenfeller and Schneider, 2011). Instead, the aim of the de
novo methods is to obtain novel structures “from scratch” (Schneider and
Baringhaus, 2014). Consequently, the diversity and patentability of designed
molecules may increase by employing de novo design methods (Schneider
and Baringhaus, 2014). Over 50 de novo design tools have been reported that
provide methods aiming at identifying NCEs (Schneider and Baringhaus,
2008).
De novo design software may be characterized by the way the following three
questions are addressed (Schneider and Fechner, 2005):
1. How are new candidate molecules virtually synthesized?
a. Are the molecules constructed by atom-based methods?
b. Are the molecules constructed by fragment-based methods?
2. How is the quality (“fitness”) of the constructed molecule evaluated?
a. Is the quality of the molecules evaluated by receptor-based
methods?
b. Is the quality of the molecules evaluated by ligand-based
methods?
3. How is navigation in chemical space achieved?
In 2008, Schneider and Baringhaus described a guideline for de novo design
performance (Schneider and Baringhaus, 2008). They recommend a stepwise consideration of constraints and functions, starting by distinguishing
ligand-based and receptor-based evaluation methods. If a receptor-based de
novo design approach is used, then receptor-ligand information is necessary
and the binding pocket of the ligand must be defined before the automatic
evaluation of the assembled compounds is performed. An example of an early
automatic receptor-based de novo design evaluation tool is HSITE (Danziger
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and Dean, 1989). The program generates a map of potential hydrogen-bond
interaction sites for the ligands in the receptor pocket. Additional geometric
interaction calculations, for example for lipophilic interaction sites, are applied
later in several programs (Schneider and Baringhaus, 2008). Next to the
geometric approach implemented in HSITE, grid-based methods are used to
automatically define the pocket for receptor-based de novo design. An
example for such an approach is the GRID program (Goodford, 1985).
Receptor-based de novo design methods often rely on automated docking
and scoring for approaches (Schneider and Baringhaus, 2014). For ligandbased de novo design no 3D receptor information is required. Instead, ligandbased approaches rely on the chemical similarity principle. Similar to virtual
screening

approaches,

they

implement

descriptor-based

compound

comparisons and rankings. The definition of the actual design strategy, the
compound assembling method, is another crucial component of de novo
design approaches (Schneider and Baringhaus, 2008).
Virtual compound construction
Atom-based design methods were developed at first (Schneider and
Baringhaus, 2014). In these approaches, it is possible to theoretically cover
the whole chemical space, because of the freedom for designing compounds.
However, they quickly become impractical in terms of computational
accessibility due to the combinatorial explosion of possible molecules, making
full enumeration of all theoretically possible solutions impossible, but remains
manageable by setting constrains (Fink et al., 2005). Consequently, fragmentbased approaches have been developed to generate a diverse set of drug-like
compounds. For the assembled compounds, atoms and fragments are linked
together according to different construction methods: growing, linking, latticebased sampling, random structure mutation, alterations driven by molecular
dynamics simulations, and graph-based sampling (Schneider and Baringhaus,
2008).
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Fragment-based de novo design
When drug molecules are fragmented according to pseudo-retrosynthetic
rules, the chance is high that re-assembled molecules constructed out of
these fragments will be drug-like as well (Hartenfeller and Schneider, 2011).
Early fragment-based de novo design programs were focused on receptorbased methods. This tools use pocket-derived approaches for fragment
placing, such as fragment linking (two fragments are connected via a linker
structure) or fragment growing (fragments are added to a starting fragment)
(Schneider and Baringhaus, 2008). For example, LUDI (Böhm, 1992) and
SPROUT (Gillett et al., 1993) are two programs that follow the linkage design
strategy for “in silico” compound generation. A further prominent example is
the software BREED (Pierce et al., 2004). The software constructs molecules
based on the fragmentation and reassembling of co-crystallized ligands in the
receptor-binding pockets (swapping approach) of a collection of ligand-target
complexes. The method is limited by the diversity of the co-crystallized
fragments. Another receptor-based de novo design fragment assembling
approach is the bioisosteric replacement strategy, in which template
fragments are exchanged for bioisosteric fragments, which is implemented in
the software IADE (Ertl and Lewis, 2012). Ligand-based fragment
approaches, like TOPAS (Schneider et al., 2000) SYNOPSIS (Vinkers et al.,
2003) and DOGS (Hartenfeller and Schneider, 2011), address the similarity of
known bioactive ligands via fragment linkage based on virtual chemical
reactions. De novo software tools do not only differ in the fragmentassembling concept, but also in the scoring strategy to evaluate the potential
bioactive compounds virtually. Similar scoring concepts like in virtual
screening are applied in de novo design approaches (Schneider, 2013).
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Design Of Genuine Structures (DOGS)
DOGS is a ligand-based de novo design software tool based on fragment
linkage via implemented virtual chemical synthesis developed by Schneider
and co-workers (Hartenfeller et al., 2012). The software contains a fragment
database (building block library) and 83 organic synthesis reactions (58
unique and 25 variations) for virtual synthesis, which allows for automated
compound generation while maintaining accessibility for synthesis. For a
DOGS design run, only the 2D topological structure of a single reference
ligand is required as a template. The construction algorithm generates
structures in a stepwise manner during the design cycle. The main advantage
of the software is that DOGS does not only propose potential bioactive NCEs,
but at the same time provides a possible synthesis route based on the
implemented chemical reactions. Roughly speaking, the de novo tool
simulates a medicinal chemist. The building block library used in DOGS
contains 25,144 entries curated from the Sigma-Aldrich catalog (St. Louis,
USA, www.sigmaaldrich.com) (Hartenfeller et al., 2012). Notably, 59% of the
chemical reactions implemented in DOGS aim at obtaining heterocycles
(Rodrigues and Schneider, 2014).

N
N

O

O
F

Figure I.8. DOGS molecular-graph representation.
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This fragment-based process operates according to the fragment-growing
concept. In the design cycle, the first step consists of choosing a reaction from
the reaction database and adding to a random start fragment. In the second
step a new building block is picked, which provides the functional groups a
way to interact according to the protocol of the chosen reaction. Notably, the
complexity of the application is regulated through the number of starting
fragments. This parameter is user-defined. The design is repeated for each
starting fragment in turn until one of two stop-criteria is fulfilled. The first stopcriterion is the molecular weight of the newly designed compounds. The
design cycle stops as soon as the molecular weight is lower than 70% or
higher than 130% of the template structure. The second stop-criterion is the
user-defined maximum number of reactions for one product. The design is
stopped as soon as the maximum number of reactions is reached
(Hartenfeller et al., 2012). The evaluation of the virtually synthesized
intermediates and products is performed using the ISOAK kernel function, a
2D graph scoring function (Figure I.8) (Rupp et al., 2007). The similarity based
kernel function only allows top-scoring structures to be used as a starting
fragment for the next design cycle. The constructed molecules are
represented as graphs, where atoms are vertices and covalent bonds are
edges connecting vertices. All hydrogen atoms are removed from the graph
representation, but pharmacophoric feature types are assigned to the vertices
on the graph. Pharmacophore clustering leads to a reduced graph
representation of the designed molecules. The reduced graph representation
allows a higher level of abstraction away from the template structure to a
drug-like NCE with potential bioactivity (scaffold hopping) (Hartenfeller et al.,
2012).
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Table I.4. Overview of the AurA DOGS study.
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N
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379
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O

DOGS has been applied successfully in several prospective studies
(Rodrigues et al., 2013; Spänkuch et al., 2013). In 2013, Rodrigues et al.
presented a DOGS de novo design study addressing Aurora A kinase (AurA).
The known aurora inhibitor VX-680 (compound I.4) served as the template for
designing new AurA inhibitors. The goal of finding a novel inhibitor with
different scaffold was achieved with compound I.5, which shows an IC50 value
of 10 µM against AurA (in vitro) (Table I.4) (Rodrigues et al., 2013).
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2

HYPOTHESIS OF THE THESIS

Helicobacter pylori (H. pylori) is known to cause and contribute to various
diseases and cancer (cf. Chapter 1). Correlated with the rising numbers of
antibiotic resistances worldwide, H. pylori eradication inefficacy is steadily
increasing (cf. Chapter 1.1.2). Consequently, the identification of new
therapeutic agents and new potential therapeutic targets against H. pylori
infections are of particular importance. Therefore, the aim of this thesis is the
design of anti-infective compounds against H. pylori by targeting the serine
protease High temperature requirement A (HpHtrA). The two working
hypotheses are defined as follows:
1.

The identification of HtrA cleavage sites in its natural substrate Ecadherin can lead to the discovery of a substrate-derived HpHtrA
inhibitor.
First a functional approach shall be pursued. We try to locate the
cleavage sites of HpHtrA in E-cadherin by performing a label-free mass
spectrometry-based proteomic analysis. The primary goal is to develop
peptidic inhibitors by first identifying the cleavage sites in E-cadherin
and then creating substrate-derived inhibitors.

2.

Virtual compound screening and computational de novo design
are suitable for the identification and improvement of HpHtrA
inhibitors.
Ligand-based and receptor-based approaches are utilized for the
development of small molecule inhibitors of HpHtrA. After analyzing
existing data from related work, virtual screenings are performed,
followed by the computer-assisted de novo design and organic
synthesis of biologically active New Chemical Entities (NCEs). Virtual
screening and de novo design aim to obtain scaffold-hops and
improved potency and physicochemical properties of the designed
compounds.

Further validation of the discovered inhibitors will be performed based on
bioactivity and biophysical experiments.
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RESULTS

The results of this thesis are presented in a cumulative fashion, divided into
three parts which each led to a submitted manuscript:
Chapter 3.1
Blocking cancer and infection-associated E-cadherin ectodomain
shedding by inhibition of the serine protease HtrA.
Anna Maria Perna, Thomas P. Schmidt, Tim Fugmann, Manja Böhm, Nicole
Tegtmeyer, Christian Peter Koch, Benjamin Hoy, Dario Neria Steffen Backert,
Silja Wessler and Gisbert Schneider
For publication details and contributions see page 79.
Chapter 3.2
Inhibiting Helicobacter pylori by addressing computationally predicted
allosteric ligand binding site.
Anna Maria Perna, Felix Reisen, Thomas P. Schmidt, Tim Geppert, Max
Pillong, Martin Weisel, Benjamin Hoy, Philip C. Simister, Stephan M. Feller,
Silja Wessler and Gisbert Schneider
For publication details and contributions see page 98.
Chapter 3.3
Fragment-based de novo design revieals a small molecule inhibitor of
Helicobacter pylori HtrA.
Anna Maria Perna, Tiago Rodrigues, Thomas P. Schmidt, Manja Böhm,
Bernhard Pfeiffer, Karl-Heinz Altmann, Steffen Backert, Silja Wessler and
Gisbert Schneider
For publication details and contributions see page 118.
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3.1

BLOCKING CANCER- AND INFECTION-ASSOCIATED E-CADHERIN
ECTODOMAIN

SHEDDING

BY

INHIBITION

OF

THE

SERINE

PROTEASE HTRA

3.1.1 Abstract
Background and aims. Proteolytic cleavage of the tumor suppressor Ecadherin is associated with progression and metastasis of different aggressive
cancer types in humans, including gastric cancer caused by infection with the
class-I carcinogen Helicobacter pylori. The pathogen's serine protease HtrA
degrades E-cadherin, which leads to loss of epithelial cell adhesion in
polarized epithelia and enables pathogen invasion. However, little is known
about the E-cadherin cleavage patterns. The goals of this study were to
identify HtrA cleavage sites in E-cadherin and identify chemical agents that
efficiently block HtrA activity.
Methods. We performed mass-spectroscopy based proteomics analysis and
Edman sequencing of E-cadherin, and pursued a two-tier computational
virtual screening study for HtrA inhibitors. We employed direct biophysical and
biochemical tests in combination with infection/transmigration assays with
human-pathogenic H. pylori and Campylobacter jejuni for biological activity
determination.
Results. We discovered HtrA cleavage sites in E-cadherin preferentially
occurring at [VITA]-[VITA]-x-x-D-[DN]. Based on this knowledge, we
developed peptides that effectively blocked E-cadherin-selective proteolysis,
providing new agents to minimize E-cadherin ectodomain shedding and
preventing cancer cell mobilization. We then performed a two-tier ligandbased virtual screening study that led to the discovery of a series of acidic
phenyl furanes, which effectively inhibited E-cadherin processing by HtrA and
prevented the transmigration of pathogens across an in vitro surrogate of the
gastric epithelial cell layer.
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Conclusions. The results of this study advocate HtrA as a promising anticancer and anti-infective drug target. The HtrA inhibitors identified serve as
tool compounds for further study of the HtrA-mediated pathogenicity of
enterobacterial pathogens.

3.1.2 Introduction
E-cadherin is a key molecule in human health and disease because it controls
intercellular adhesion and cell polarity of epithelial barriers. E-cadherin forms
calcium-dependent cis- and trans-interactions of the ectodomains, while the
intracellular domains recruit β-catenin, γ-catenin and p120-catenin. This
functional E-cadherin-mediated complex is crucially important for invasion and
metastasis of many tumor types (Cavallaro et al., 2004). Metastatic gastric
cancer (GC) is the leading cause of cancer-related deaths worldwide because
effective treatment strategies are missing. Both the diffuse and intestinal GC
types have been correlated with altered E-cadherin expression, loss-offunction mutations or ectodomain cleavage (Mayer et al., 1993; Chan et al.,
2003; Chan, 2006).
E-cadherin ectodomain cleavage has been originally observed in breast
cancers (Wheelock et al., 1987). The soluble ~90-kDa E-cadherin fragment
has been associated with a broad range of cancers and correlate with the
grade, number, and recurrence of certain tumors (Grabowska et al., 2012).
Serum levels of soluble E-cadherin are increased in the intestinal GC-type
and might serve as a biological marker (Juhasz et al., 2003). E-cadherincleaving enzymes comprise various metalloproteases (e.g. MMP-3, -7, -9,
ADAM-10, -15) (Grabowska et al., 2012) and the protease HtrA (high
temperature requirement A) protease of bacterial and human origin (Hoy et
al., 2010; Hoy et al., 2012).
The correlation between soluble E-cadherin fragments and cancer is well
established, however, little is known about the involved cleaving patterns. In
this study, we discovered cleavage-sites in E-cadherin and identified both
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peptide and non-peptide inhibitors of E-cadherin processing using HtrA from
the class-I carcinogen Helicobacter pylori (Hp) as a paradigm. We then
performed a computational screen for small molecule inhibitors of HpHtrA and
identified acidic phenyl furanes with the desired properties. Our results
demonstrate that blocking HtrA prevents E-cadherin ectodomain shedding
and may possess cancer-protective properties.

3.1.3 Experimental details
Samples for combined HtrA and tryptic digestion
Tryptic digestion was performed on three different samples (sample volume:
200 µL). Sample1 contained human recombinant E-cadherin Fc 6His (22.5
ng/µL E-cadherin (Asp155-Ile707, R&D Systems, USA) in 50 mM HEPES
buffer (HEPES buffer 1 M Solution, pH 7.3, Fisher Scientific), 0.5 mM MgCl2
(Sigma-Aldrich Chemie GmbH, Switzerland), 1 mM CaCl2 (Sigma-Aldrich
Chemie GmbH, Switzerland), pH 7.3). Sample2 contained HtrA (2.5 ng/µL in
50 mM HEPES buffer, pH 7.3). Sample3 included HtrA and human
recombinant E-cadherin Fc 6His in a ration of 1:10 (2.5 ng: 22.5 ng/µL in 50
mM HEPES buffer, pH 7.3). All samples were incubated for 12h at 37°C in a
horizontal shaker. Sample1 and Sample2 were applied as sextuplicate, and
Sample3 was done as triplicate. Finally, 2 µL of sequencing grade modified
porcine trypsin were added (stock solution of 50 ng/µL in 50 mM HEPES, 1
mM CaCl2, pH 7.3, Promega, USA). Protease digestion was carried out
overnight at 37°C in a horizontal shaker. After tryptic digestion Sample2 and
Sample1 were mixed in a ratio of 1:10 to obtain Sample4. Peptides were
desalted, purified and concentrated using C18 microcolumns OMIX tips
(Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA). After lyophilization peptides
were stored at -20°C.
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Nanocapillary HPLC with automated on-line fraction spotting onto
MALDI target plate
Peptides

were

separated

by

reverse-phase

high-performance

liquid

chromatography using an EASY-nLC system (Proxeon, now Thermo Fisher
Scientific) with mobile phase A: 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) in water,
mobile phase B: 0.1% TFA in acetonitrile; flow rate = 300 nl/min. Lyophilized
peptides were dissolved in 23 µL of buffer A of which 18 µL were loaded on
the column (inner diameter =75 µm; length =15 cm; filled with ReproSil-Pur
C18 AQ, 3 µm, 120 Å beads; Dr. Maisch GmbH, Germany). The peptides
were eluted with a gradient of 5-33% B for 62 min, 33-48% B for 15 min, 48100% B for 2 min, 100% B for 10 min; the column was equilibrated with 5% B
for 20 min before analyzing the next sample. Eluting fractions were mixed with
a solution of 3 mg/ml a-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid, 187.5 pmol/ml of each
of the four internal standard peptides ([des-Arg9]-bradykinin, neurotensin,
angiotensin I, and adrenocorticotropic hormone fragment 1-17; all from
Sigma, St. Louis, MO, USA), 0.1% TFA, and 70% acetonitrile in water and
deposed on a blank MALDI target plate (416 spots per sample) using an
online SunCollect system (SunChrom, Friedrichsdorf, Germany). The final
concentration of each internal peptide standard was 50 fmol per spot.
Mass spectrometric analysis
MALDI-TOF/TOF analysis was carried out with the 4800 MALDI TOF/TOF
Analyzer (AB SCIEX, Framingham, MA, USA). All spectra were acquired with
a solid-state laser (355 nm) at a laser repetition rate of 200 Hz. After
measuring all samples in the MS mode, a maximum of 12 precursors per spot
were automatically selected for subsequent fragmentation by CID by the mass
spectrometer’s control software (4000 Series Explorer V3.7, AB SCIEX). The
resulting spectra were processed and analyzed using the Global Protein
Server Workstation version 3.6 (GPS Explorer, AB SCIEX), which uses
internal MASCOT version 2.1 (Matrix Sciences, London, UK) software for
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matching MS and MS/MS data against databases of in silico digested
proteins. Both fully tryptic and semi-tryptic peptides were taken into account.
MS/MS data was searched against a database consisting of H. pylori HtrA
(UniProt ID: G2J5T2) (Wu et al., 2006), Glutathione S-transferase class-mu
26 kDa isozyme from Schistosoma japonicum (UniProt ID: P08515), human
recombinant E-cadherin Fc 6His, and typical contaminants from recombinant
protein expression (yielding a total of 27455 proteins). Possible contaminants
included amino acid sequences of human keratins, Escherichia coli and
proteins from fetal calf serum downloaded from UniProt (www.uniprot.org).
The following analysis settings were used for the identification of peptides and
proteins: (i) precursor tolerance: <15 ppm, (ii) MS/MS fragment tolerance: 0.5
Da, (iii) maximal missed cleavages: 1, (iv) one variable modification (oxidation
of methionine). Peptides were considered correct calls if the confidence
interval exceeded 95%.
Relative quantification by DeepQuanTR software
After MS acquisition the data related to the individual peaks (fractions,
intensities, mass-to-charge ratios) were loaded into the DeepQuanTR
software (Fugmann et al., 2010), which performed a normalization of
individual signal intensities to the internal standard peptides and an
annotation (peptide identification and association with a parent protein).
Normalized intensities for the individual peptides from all samples of each
group (Sample1, Sample2, Sample3, Sample4) were used for the
computation of DeepQuanTR peptide and protein scores, indicating the
relative abundance of individual peptides and proteins in the sample groups.
N-terminal Edman sequencing
Edman sequencing was performed on an acid-etched glass fiber disk or on a
PVDF membrane of an ABI Procise 494 sequencer. Prominent E-cadherin
cleavage product bands of the HtrA cleavage assay were cut out, and Nterminal sequencing was performed by Alphalyse A/S (Odense, Denmark).
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Peptide synthesis and analytics
Peptide synthesis was performed on robotic solid-phase peptide synthesizers
(OvertureTM and SymphonyTM, Protein Technologies, Tucson, USA) utilizing
Fmoc-protected amino acids (AAPPTEC, USA) and Fmoc-Wang-resin
(AAPPTEC, USA). Deprotection for min. 2 min with 20% piperidine (SigmaAldrich Chemie GmbH, Switzerland) or 20% pyrrolidine (Sigma-Aldrich
Chemie GmbH, Switzerland) in DMF (dimethylformamide, Sigma-Aldrich
Chemie GmbH, Switzerland). A coupling reagent of amino acid, HCTU (O-(6Chloro-1-hydrocibenzotriazol-1-yl)-1,1,3,3-tetramethyluronium

hexafluoro-

phosphate, AAPPTEC, USA) and NMM (4-methylmorpholine, Fisher Scientific
AG, Switzerland) in DMF, was used for double coupling (min. 2 × 5 min);
multiple washing steps after deprotection and double coupling. A cleavage
reagent of TFA (2,2,2-trifluoroacetic acid, Fisher Scientific AG, Switzerland),
H2O and TIPS (triisopropylsilane, Sigma-Aldrich Chemie GmbH, Switzerland)
was used for automated cleavage. Peptide isolation by using ice-cold
diisopropylether (Sigma-Aldrich Chemie GmbH, Switzerland), rewashed there
times, dried and stored at -20°C. For peptide analytics a linear gradient of 570% ACN/H2O(0.1% TFA) (acetonitrile, Sigma-Aldrich Chemie, Switzerland)
over 25 min with a flow rate of 0.5 ml/min on a rpC18, 110 Å, 5 µm, 150 x 3
mm column (Macherey-Nagel, Düren, Germany) was used on a LC-20A
HPLC instrument (Shimadzu, Reinach, Switzerland. Mass identification was
performed by a Shimadzu LCMS-2020 single-quad mass spectrometer (ESI+)
in an interval of 300 -1500 Da. Calculated molecular weight (mw, unit: Da),
detected retention times (Rt, unit: minutes), and observed masses (m+, unit:
Da): TGTLLLILSDVNDNAPIPEPR (mw = 2248, Rt = 11.17, m+ = 541.80,
664.10, 750.35, 750.75, 1124.50, 1124.90, 1125.60), LLILSDVNDNAPIPEPR
(mw = 1876, Rt = 9.93, m+ = 558.30, 643.90, 797.65, 881.60, 985.30, 965.75,
952.05, 1269.00, 1802.20, 1876.20), ILSDVNDNAPIPEPR (mw = 1650, Rt =
10.09, m+ = 1651.00), LSDVNDNAPIPEPR (mw = 1536, Rt = 9.25, m+ =
1537.00) and NDNAPIPEPR (mw = 1122, Rt = 8.79, m+ = 444.20, 498.45,
561.95, 562.75, 708.25, 893.40, 1008.45, 1122.50, 1123.50, 1124.40).
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Virtual screening
For computational compound screening, we merged the compound
collections from Asinex Ltd. (Gold, Platin, Synergy, v2010; Moscow, Russia),
Specs (NP, SC, v2010, Delft, The Netherlands), Enamine (historical
collection, collections 1-6, v2011; Monmouth Junction, NJ, USA), Chembridge
(v2011; San Diego, CA, USA), the ligands contained in the PDBbind database
(Wang et al., 2004), the LOPAC1280 collection (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO,
USA), the Dictionary of Natural Products (DNP) (CRC Press, Boca Raton, FL,
USA), and a collection of pharmaceutically active reference compounds
(COBRA v10.0; inSili.com, Zürich, Switzerland) (Schneider and Schneider,
2003). This screening pool contained 3,255,508 unique compounds. Similarity
searching and hit prioritization was performed within a KNIME workflow
(knime tech, Zürich, Switzerland). All molecules were standardized using
“wash”, “protonate”, and “add hydrogens” functions from MOE 2011.10
(Chemical Computing Group, Montreal, Canada). Single conformers were
computed with Corina 3.4 (Molecular Networks, Erlangen, Germany). We
performed two rounds of ligand-based similarity searching (A and B). Five
compounds served as queries in round A (Table A.S1). For this purpose, all
compounds were encoded by substructure fingerprints (Morgan fingerprints
with radius = 2; RDkit node obtained from http://www.rdkit.org), and the
pharmacophore descriptors CATS (Schneider et al., 1999), LIQUID (Tanrikulu
et al., 2007) and PhAST (Hähnke et al., 2009). We selected the top-ranking
1000 compounds for each query on the basis of lowest average ranks. The
condensed compound library was further reduced to contain only compounds
with clogP < 6 (MOE 2011.10 implementation). Virtual screen B was
performed with three molecular representations (Morgan fingerprints, CATS,
LIQUID), for which the most active hit from round A, compound C1, served as
query structure.
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Small molecules
Stock solutions were prepared in DMSO (Sigma-Aldrich Chemie, Switzerland)
in a concentration of 20 mM or 2 mM. All molecules tested were ordered from
the respective supplier (analytics provided in the SI). Molecular properties
were computed with MOE 2011.10.
HtrA proteolytic activity
Purification of recombinant H. pylori HtrA and in vitro cleavage assays are
described elsewhere (Löwer et al., 2011). Briefly, 200 ng recombinant HtrA
was incubated with 50 ng recombinant E-cadherin (R&D Systems, USA) in 50
mM HEPES pH 7.5 for 16 h (or for the indicated time periods) at 37°C, and
the test compound (peptide or small molecule) was added. Proteins were
separated by SDS PAGE and analyzed by Western blot using specific
antibodies against HtrA (Hoy et al., 2012a) or the extracellular domain of Ecadherin (sc7870, Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Germany). All experiments
were independently repeated at least three times.
Bacteria and infection experiments
H. pylori strain P12 was cultured on agar plates containing 10% horse serum
under microaerophilic conditions at 37°C. C. jejuni strain 81-176 was grown
on Campylobacter blood-free selective Agar Base containing Campylobacter
growth supplement (Oxoid, Germany) at 37°C under microaerophilic
conditions (generated by CampyGen, Oxoid) for 48h. To investigate the
influence of the P1 inhibitor peptide in infection experiments, transwell
infections were performed in the presence or absence of 100, 200 or 500 µM
peptide, respectively. The human gastric adenocarcinoma cell line MKN-28
was grown in RPMI1640 medium (Biochrom, Germany) containing 4 mM
glutamine (Invitrogen, Germany), and 10% FCS (Biowest, France) in a
humidified atmosphere at 37°C. Cells were grown to confluence on transwell
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filters and differentiated for 14 days. Establishment of tight epithelial cell
monolayers was further confirmed by measuring the transepithelial resistance
(TER). Infection of these cells was done by bacteria at MOI 50 for the
indicated periods of time per experiment (10 min to 24 h) (Boehm et al.,
2012). The number of transmigrated C. jejuni and H. pylori was determined as
colony forming units (CFU) by taking aliquots from the basal chambers as
described (Hoy et al., 2012a). All infection assays were done in triplicates.
Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR)
Affinity studies were performed on a Sierra Sensors GmbH SPR-2 instrument
(Hamburg, Germany). Measurements were performed at 25°C with a flow rate
of 25 µL/min. Carboxymethyl dextran matrix high-density sensor chips (SPR-2
Affinity Sensor HC, batch 10-BC-04-154-A, Sierra Sensors, Hamburg,
Germany) were used to immobilize 20 µg/ml HtrA wild-type (wt) in 10 mM
HEPES (HEPES buffer 1 M Solution, pH 7.3, Fisher Scientific) by adding 198
µL amine coupling with an activation solution (200 mM N-ethyl-3-(3dimethylaminopropyl)-carbodiimide (EDC) and 50 mM N-hydroxysuccinimide
(NHS)). The SPR sensor surface was loaded with 100 µL protein and
subsequently treated by injecting 192 µL of 1 M ethanolamine at pH 8.5 for
inactivation of excess coupling groups. For peptide measurements HBS-P (10
mM HEPES buffered saline, 150 mM NaCl, 0.005% Tween) served as
running and sample buffer. Peptide samples were directly dissolved in HBS-P
buffer. The experiments with the non-peptidic compounds were performed
utilizing a running buffer HBS-PD (10 mM HEPES buffered saline with 3%
DMSO, 150 mM NaCl, 0.005% Tween). Compound samples were prepared
as 20 mM DMSO stock solutions and diluted in HBS-PD buffer. Checking the
enzyme integrity was done by regular injections of compound A.2 as a
positive reference. We defined test compounds as ligands if they evoked an
SPR response with a margin of at least three standard deviations above of the
mean RU measured for non-binding or the minimally active molecules
(Perspicace et al., 2009). Data are shown as relative response units, RU
(Response = RU/MW×1000).
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Serine protease assays
To Photometric enzyme inhibition tests were performed by Cerep (Le Bois
l'Evêque, 86600 Celle l'Evescault, France) on a fee-for-service basis,
according to literature protocols (Adeyemi et al., 1990; Schwartz et al., 1986;
Negase et al., 1981; Szilágyi et al., 2001).
Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS)
We used a 90plus particle size analyzer (Brookhaven Instruments, Holtsville,
NJ, USA) to measure compound aggregation in solution. The compounds
were measured at 25°C with default instrument settings for aqueous solutions,
and the dust filter set to a value of 50.
Circular Dichroism (CD) spectroscopy
We measured the CD spectrum of peptide P1 at a concentration of 50 µM in
water,

on

a

ChriraScan

CD

Spectrometer

(Applied

Photophysics,

Leatherhead, UK). The solution was filled into a 0.1 cm rectangular quartz cell
and spectra were recorded between 180-260 nm with a step size of 1 nm. The
secondary structure content was estimated with DichroWeb (Whitmore et al.,
2008) using CONTIN methods (Greenfield et al., 2006).
Comparative model of human E-cadherin
We generated a preliminary protein "homology" model using a mouse Ecadherin crystal structure as template (PDB ID: 3Q2V; resolution = 3.4 Å;
sequence identity to human E-cadherin = 82%; coverage = 98%). We used
the software Modeller 9.9 after aligning the template with the human Ecadherin sequence (Asp155-Ile707; Uniprot ID: P12830) with ClustalW
(www.ebi.ac.uk/ Tools/msa/clustalw2/) (Eswar et al., 2008; Larkin et al.,
2007). The final model was selected by analyzing the Ramachandran plots of
the computed structures (Figure A.S8), which we computed with EBI PDBsum
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Generate

(URL:

http://www.ebi.ac.uk/

thornton-

srv/databases/pdbsum/Generate.html). The best model had 434 (90%)
residues in the most favored regions, with only one problematic residue
(Val310). We did not perform subsequent molecular dynamics relaxation
because we only used the model for visual inspection of HpHtrA cleavage
sites.
Multiple sequence alignment
We

used

Clustal

Omega

with

default

settings

(www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/clustalo/) to generate a multiple amino acid
sequence alignment of EcDegP (Uniprot ID: I6GXK7), HpHtrA (Uniprot ID:
G2J5T2) CjHtrA (Uniprot ID: N4XPK0) and human HtrA1 (Uniprot ID:
Q92743), HtrA2 (Uniprot ID: O43364), HtrA3 (Uniprot ID: P83119) and HtrA4
(Uniprot ID: P833105) (Figure A.S7).
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3.1.4 Results and discussion
Identification of HtrA cleavage sites in E-cadherin
We induced E-cadherin fragmentation by using HpHtrA as a model system
with suggested implications in GC (Hoy et al., 2010). HtrA cleaved
recombinant human E-cadherin containing the extracellular domain, which led
to the formation of three stable E-cadherin fragments of approximately 95
kDa, 60 kDa and 50 kDa (Figure A.1A). To identify the HtrA cleavage sites, we
performed a mass spectrometry-based proteomic approach. Overall, we
detected 128 E-cadherin peptides, among which HtrA processed 46 semitryptic peptides that were useful for cleavage site mapping. These peptides
were cleaved after I (37%), V (28%), T (17%), A (9%), and S (9%). Sequence
analysis revealed that HtrA cleavage occurs favorably between hydrophobic
amino acids, with the consensus cleavage site pattern [VITA]-[VITA]-x-x-D[DN] (Figure A.1B-C). We also performed N-terminal Edman sequencing of
HtrA/E-cadherin cleavage products (Figure A.1C). These results agree with
the mass spectrometric analysis (T↓T, A↓K, V↓A, I↓T, A↓G). We further
observed that HtrA cleaved most frequently in the third cadherin signature
sequence (Figure A.1C-D). Its I↓L cleavage site was detected with the highest
intensity.
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Figure A.1. A) The extracellular domain of E-cadherin was cleaved by HtrA.
Generated fragments and equal HtrA amounts were detected in Western blot
analysis using indicated antibodies. Asterisks show stable E-cadherin
fragments. B) Sequence logo and hydrophobicity of E-cadherin fragments.
The height of the amino acid one-letter codes illustrates their relative
observed frequency. The local cleavage site pattern is [VITA]↓[VITA]-x-x-D[DN]. C) HtrA-cleavage sites of E-cadherin peptides. The triangles denote the
non-tryptic cleavage positions found by label-free mass spectrometry-based
proteomic analysis of combined HtrA/tryptic digests. Their color illustrates the
signal intensity of the detected peptides. The amino acids drawn in blue
designate fully tryptic peptides. Cleavage sites found by N-terminal Edmansequencing are shown as underlined residues. The amino acids drawn in grey
are not a part of E-cadherin (linker, Fc domain of IgG1). The cadherin domain
signature [LIV]-x-[LIV]-x-D-x-N-D-[NH]-x-P is highlighted within a box. The P1peptide is shown in a dashed box. D) Comparative model of human Ecadherin (template PDB-ID: 3Q2V chain A) with its five domains I-V (Harrison
et al., 2011). E-cadherin signature sequences are shown in turquoise. The
location of the P1-peptide includes the signature sequence between domains
IV-V (highlighted in magenta).
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Table A.1. Synthesized peptides based on the most frequent detected peptide
during label-free mass spectrometry-based proteomic analysis. Underlined
amino acid residues indicate the cadherin consensus sequence.
PeptideID

Sequence

P1

TGTLLLILSDVNDNAPIPEPR

P2

LLILSDVNDNAPIPEPR

P3

ILSDVNDNAPIPEPR

P4

LSDVNDNAPIPEPR

P5

NDNAPIPEPR

Identification of substrate-derived inhibitory peptides
Our first goal resulting from the above knowledge was the development of a
peptide-based

E-cadherin

cleavage

inhibitor.

For

this

purpose,

we

synthesized five peptides (designated P1 to P5) around the cleavage
signature sequence between E-cadherin domains IV-V (positions L583-P593)
(Figure A.1D, Table S.A.1, Figure A.S1). The 21-residue peptide P1 effectively
inhibited HtrA cleavage at a concentration of 100 µM (Figure A.2A, A.2B).
Shorter peptides did not exhibit any suppressive effect. We observed
concentration-dependent inhibition of E-cadherin cleavage of HtrA by P1
(Figure A.2C) and measured the direct binding affinities of the peptides to
immobilized HtrA by Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR). P1 showed strong
binding amounting to >35 normalized response units (RU), while only one
other cleavage-sequence derived peptide (P5) evoked a positive binding
response above the significance threshold, while P2-P3 SPR signals were
below the threshold (Figure A.2D). We also synthesized P1 with a C-terminal
alpha-amide and subjected both P1 variants (P1-OH, P1-NH2) to SPR
analysis. Although both peptides exhibited concentration-dependent binding
(Figure A.S2), the P1-peptide with the natural C-terminal carboxylic acid
evoked stronger SPR signals for immobilized HpHtrA (Figure A.2E). This
result is in agreement with a study by Krojer et al. who compared peptide
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substrates of the E. coli ortholog DegP, and demonstrated the most efficient
capturing of COOH-containing peptides via the PDZ1 domain of DegP (Krojer
et al., 2008).
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Figure A.2. A, B) E-cadherin cleavage by HtrA in the presence of 100 µM
peptide. P1 efficiently inhibited the E-cadherin cleavage. C) Concentrationdependent inhibition of E-cadherin fragmentation by P1. We measured direct
peptide binding to HtrA by SPR (Response = RU/MW 1000) (D). The dotted
line in panel D) represents the activity threshold. The P1 peptide with a free
carboxyl C-terminus (P1-OH, filled circles) evoked a greater SPR response
than its amide counterpart (P1-NH2, open circles) (E). Note on the gels A-C:
The bands visible for recombinant E-cadherin correspond to
posttranslationally modified protein.
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GC is often accompanied by an alteration of E-cadherin function resulting in a
dedifferentiated phenotype of GC epithelial cells. Detailed knowledge of the
exact cleavage sites and highly functional inhibitors to prevent GC spreading
are lacking. An earlier finding suggested that MMP activity cleaves E-cadherin
after P700 in breast cancer cells (Marambaud et al., 2002), while others
advocated the MMP cleavage sites L585↓S586 and S586↓D587 (Ito et al.,
1999). Members of the HtrA family have previously been shown to process
human E-cadherin, and comparative protein modeling suggested the
requirement for an overall hydrophobic character of the catalytic site (Hoy et
al., 2012a), which is also related to DegP (Jones et al., 2002). In agreement
with this hypothesis, our present analysis spotted hydrophobic residues in the
+1 and -1 positions flanking the actual HtrA cleavage position. The prevalent
cleavage pattern embraces the well-defined E-cadherin signature sequence
[LIV]-x-[LIV]-x-D-x-N-D-[NH]-x-P (PROSITE pattern ID: PS00232; rel. 20.95),
revealing a remarkable adaptation of HtrA to its substrate E-cadherin.
HtrA-mediated E-cadherin cleavage was initially identified for humans and Hp
(Hoy et al., 2010). To investigate the bioactivity of P1, we analyzed the
epithelial transmigration of Hp and enteric Campylobacter jejuni (Cj) in a
surrogate assay (Boehm et al., 2012). Polarized MKN-28 cell monolayers in
transwells were infected, and the transmigration of E-cadherin-cleaving
pathogens was determined over time. We observed a strong dose-dependent
reduction of Hp and Cj transmigration (Figure A.2). As unmodified peptides
are often rapidly metabolized, we did not further pursue their development or
test other derivatives, e.g. by preparing and studying peptides derived from
residues N-terminal to the cleavage site, but focused on druglike compounds
instead.
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Figure A.3. Growth and infection of polarized MKN-28 epithelial cells in
transwells. Incubation of H. pylori (A) and C. jejuni (B) infected cells over time
in presence and absence of peptide P1 in different concentrations (100 µM,
200 µM, 500 µM); (n = 3, error bars: std.dev.).

Identification of non-peptide HtrA inhibitors by virtual screening
We performed similarity searching for synthetic, non-peptide inhibitors of Hp
HtrA (Scheme A.1). Based on the structural and pharmacophore similarity of
commercially available screening compounds to five previously identified HtrA
inhibitors (Table A.S1), we selected 33 compounds, of which 32 were
purchased and considered for further analysis. Query A.1, a weak inhibitor of
HpHtrA (Klenner et al., 2012) led to the retrieval of compounds A.2 and A.3.
Both molecules bound directly to HtrA (Figure A.4), but only compound A.2
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inhibited E-cadherin degradation in a concentration-dependent manner
(Figure A.S3, Figure A.S4) and stabilized HtrA oligomers (Figure A.S3). For
compound A.2 we determined KD = 25±2 µM by SPR (Figure A.4B).
Using A.2 as the query in a second computational screen of the compound
pool (Virtual Screen B, Scheme A.1), we retrieved a hit list of 11 compounds,
which we ordered and tested experimentally (Table A.S2). We obtained five
hits that showed greater direct HtrA binding than the query compound A.2
(Figure A.4A). SPR experiments demonstrated the strongest direct HtrA
binding for virtual screening hits A.4 (KD = 12

2 µM) and A.5 (KD = 10

1

µM) (Figure A.4C, A.4D). Of note, the sensorgrams of these two compounds
suggest a biphasic behavior, which one could attribute to unspecific protein
binding at high concentrations. Particle size analysis by dynamic light
scattering actually suggested that aggregation effects might contribute to the
observations for the query A.2 in concentrations greater than 25 µM (in SPR
buffer HSB-PD; Figure A.S5). However, neither the peptide inhibitor P1 nor
the compounds A.4 and A.5 aggregated under these conditions. We
successfully tested P1, A.2, A.4, and A.5 for their selectivity towards HtrA in a
small human serine protease panel (elastase, kallikrein, tryptase, trypsin) in a
concentration of 50 µM. Compound A.2 inhibited trypsin (90% inhibition at a
concentration of 10 µM) in a competition assay. This result was surprising,
because the structure does not contain a basic group or halogen that might
interact with Asp189 in the trypsin S1-pocket.
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Scheme A.1. Overview of the two-tier virtual screening approach and
selected compound structures. The highlighted scaffold is shared by all hits.
Compound A.3 showed direct binding to HtrA, but no inhibition effect. For the
complete list of compounds tested, see the supplementary Table A.S1.

Considering their overall lipophilicity (alogP between 4.9-5.4) and lowmicromolar activities, one might speculate that the HtrA inhibitors identified
might bind to an allosteric site of the enzyme (van Western et al., 2014). In
fact, a comparative protein model of HpHtrA (Geppert et al., 2011) suggests a
putative binding cavity between the catalytic domain and the PDZ1 domain.
This region has already been described as an allosteric regulation site for the
chaperone activity of DegP, specifically the degradation of misfolded protein
substrates (Krojer et al., 2008). Our model features a prominent arenepositive-arene residue pattern in this pocket and would be able to
accommodate the inhibitors (Figure A.5). Due to the hypothetical nature of the
model and the apparently flexible and partially unordered local structure we
did not rely on automated ligand docking for further compound optimization,
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although favorable docking scores were obtained with the software GOLD
(Jones et al., 1997) (ChemPLP re-scoring values: 66-72 for compounds A.4
and A.5). Crystallization studies to reveal the actual binding sites of the
inhibitors are ongoing.
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Figure A.5. Comparative structural model of HpHtrA (A), and an enlarged
cartoon of the putative binding site of the inhibitors with potentially interacting
residues highlighted (B).

The obtained common scaffold of the inhibitory small molecules (Scheme A.1,
Table A.S1) could be considered a peptide-mimetic that contains the essential
pharmacophoric features of HtrA inhibiting peptide P1. Both possess a
carboxylic acid function (Asp in P1), and the hits A.4 and A.5 could represent
tripeptide-mimicking agents. Apparently, a four-ring architecture is required for
this class of acidic phenyl furanes, which we deduce from the list of actives
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and inactives (Table A.S1, A.S2), exemplified by the discrepancy in HrtA
inhibition by compounds A.2 and A.3. The latter binds to HtrA (Figure A.S4)
but does not inhibit E-cadherin cleavage (Figure A.S3). Cilenti et al. reported
the discovery of ucf-103 as a weak inhibitor of human Omi/HtrA2 (Cilenti et
al., 2003). This compound also contains the motif of the HpHtrA inhibitors
identified in our study, which corroborates their consensus structure.
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Figure A.6. Growth and infection of polarized MKN-28 epithelial cells in
transwells. Incubation of H. pylori (Hp) infected cells over time in presence
and absence of compounds A.2 (A), A.4, and A.5 (B) in different
concentrations (n = 3, error bars: std.dev.).
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In the bacterial transwell assays, compounds A.2, A.4, and A.5 were able to
block the transmigration of Hp pathogens across the epithelial cell layer
(Figure A.6). A consequent next step will be to further optimize the potency of
these tool compounds and possibly also perform scaffold-hopping to other
chemotypes and avoid potential cross-activity on human HtrAs and eliminate
the Michael-acceptor functionality. It is noteworthy that compound A.2, while
inhibiting Hp transmigration, did not block the transmigration of Cj across the
epithelial layer (Figure A.S6). This observation further supports the
hypothetical allosteric HtrA binding site of the Hp inhibitors. In line with this
hypothesis, Figaj et al. have recently demonstrated that several loops in
EcHtrA (DegP) function as regulatory elements of its protease activity (Figaj et
al., 2014).

3.1.5 Conclusion
E-cadherin

cleavage

by H. pylori

HtrA effectively

releases

soluble

subfragments (Hoy et al., 2010; Hoy et al., 2012a). It thus requires minimal
effort by the pathogen to enable events involved in GC-associated
pathogenesis. Focusing on gastric E-cadherin ectodomain shedding, we
report here on a comprehensive cleavage site map for E-cadherin and
developed an effective peptide inhibitor on the basis of an HtrA-targeted
substrate sequence. The results of HtrA inhibition by substrate-derived
peptides are in perfect agreement with the macroscopic observation. Our
results provide direct evidence for HtrA inhibition by P1-peptide and a series
of small molecules as tool compounds, which corroborates HtrA enzymatic
activity as critical for E-cadherin cleavage and provides a motivated entry
point for anticancer drug discovery.
.
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3.1.6 Supporting information

Figure A.S1. HPLC-MS analytics of peptide P1.
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Figure A.S2. SPR sensorgrams recorded for P1 peptide binding to
immobilized HtrA. P1 was applied with (A) carboxyl (P1-OH) or (B) amide
(P1-NH2) C-terminal groups.
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Figure A.S3. A, B) Concentration-dependent inhibition of H. pylori HtrA
mediated E-cadherin fragmentation by virtual screening hits A.2 and A.3.
Compounds A.1 and A.2 stabilized HtrA oligomers and inhibited HtrAmediated E-cadherin cleavage (additional bands visible in the lower panel A;
these correspond to HtrA oligomers). Compound A.3 did not inhibit E-cadherin
cleavage by HtrA (B). The query A.1 served as reference (positive control,
lane 9) in a concentration of 100 µM.
100 µM

A.3

Response / RU

A.2
A.1

10 µM
A.6

Figure A.S4. SPR sensorgrams recorded for compounds A.1 (positive
control), A.2, A.3 and A.6 (negative control). All compounds were tested in
concentrations of 10 µM (no effects measured) and 100 µM (effects measured
for compounds A.1, A.2 and A.3).
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Figure A.S5. Dynamic Light Scattering results for compound A.2 at a
concentration of 100 µM in water+5% DMSO.
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Table A.S1. Hit list based on compounds A.1, and A.S1-A.S4 as queries for
similarity searching (Virtual Screen A).
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Table A.S2. Hit list based on compound A.2 as the query for similarity
searching (Virtual Screen B).
Molecular
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Molecular structure
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Figure A.S6. Transwell assay performed with C. jejuni (Cj) in the absence and
presence of compound A.2. No inhibitory effect was observable.
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CLUSTAL 2.1 multiple sequence alignment
sp|Q92743|HTRA1_HUMAN
sp|P83110|HTRA3_HUMAN
sp|P83105|HTRA4_HUMAN
sp|O43464|HTRA2_HUMAN
tr|N4XPK0|N4XPK0_CAMJU
tr|G2J5T2|G2J5T2_HELPY
tr|I6GXK7|I6GXK7_ECOLX

---MQIPRAALLPLLLLLLAAPASAQLSRAGRSAPLAAGCPDRCEPARCP
---MQAR--------ALLLAALAALALARE----PPAAPCPARCDVSRCP
MIRPQLRTAGLGRCLLPGLLLLLVPVLWAGAEKLHTQPSCPAVCQPTRCP
---MAAPRAG--RGAGWSLRAWRALGGIRWGRRPRLTPDLRALLTSGTSD
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

47
35
50
45

sp|Q92743|HTRA1_HUMAN
sp|P83110|HTRA3_HUMAN
sp|P83105|HTRA4_HUMAN
sp|O43464|HTRA2_HUMAN
tr|N4XPK0|N4XPK0_CAMJU
tr|G2J5T2|G2J5T2_HELPY
tr|I6GXK7|I6GXK7_ECOLX

PQPEHCEGGR-ARDACGCCEVCGAPEGAACG-LQEGPCGEGLQCVVPFGV
SP--RCPGGY-VPDLCNCCLVCAASEGEPCGGPLDSPCGESLECVR---ALPTCALGTTPVFDLCRCCRVCPAAEREVCGGAQGQPCAPGLQCLQP--PRARVTYGTP----SLWARLSVGVTEPRACLTSGTPGPRAQLTAVTP-------------MKK-IFLSLSLASALFAASINFNESTTTANRVN----------------MKKTLFISLALALSLNAGNIQIQSMPKVKERVSV---------------MKK---TTLALSALALSLGLALSPLSATAAETSS-----

95
78
97
88
32
34
31

sp|Q92743|HTRA1_HUMAN
sp|P83110|HTRA3_HUMAN
sp|P83105|HTRA4_HUMAN
sp|O43464|HTRA2_HUMAN
tr|N4XPK0|N4XPK0_CAMJU
tr|G2J5T2|G2J5T2_HELPY
tr|I6GXK7|I6GXK7_ECOLX

PASATVRRRAQAGLCVCASSE-PVCGSDANTYANLCQLRAASRRSERLHR
------------GLCRCRWSH-AVCGTDGHTYANVCALQAASRRALQLSG
------LRPGFPSTCGCPTLGGAVCGSDRRTYPSMCALRAENRAARRLGK
------------DTRTREASE--NSGTRSRAWLAVALGAGGAVLLLLWGG
------------------------PAAGNAVLSYHDSIKDAKKSVVNIST
------------------------PSKDDTIYSYHDSIKDSIKAVVNIST
------------------------ATTAQQMPSLAPMLEKVMPSVVSINV

144
115
141
124
58
60
57

sp|Q92743|HTRA1_HUMAN
sp|P83110|HTRA3_HUMAN
sp|P83105|HTRA4_HUMAN
sp|O43464|HTRA2_HUMAN
tr|N4XPK0|N4XPK0_CAMJU
tr|G2J5T2|G2J5T2_HELPY
tr|I6GXK7|I6GXK7_ECOLX

PPVIVLQRGACG-QGQEDPNSLRHKYNFIADVVEKIAPAVVHIELFRKLP
TPVRQLQKGACP-LGLHQLSSPRYKFNFIADVVEKIAPAVVHIELFLRHP
VPAVPVQWGNCGDTGTRSAGPLRRNYNFIAAVVEKVAPSVVHVQLWGRLL
GRGPPAVLAAVP---SPPPASPRSQYNFIADVVEKTAPAVVYIEILDRHP
S--KTITRANRPSPLDDFFNDP-------------YFKQFFDFDFPQRKG
E--KKIKNNFIGG---GVFNDP-------------FFQQFFG-DLGGMIP
EGSTTVNTPRMPRNFQQFFGDDSP----FCQEGSPFQSSPFCQGGQGGNG

193
164
191
171
93
91
103

sp|Q92743|HTRA1_HUMAN
sp|P83110|HTRA3_HUMAN
sp|P83105|HTRA4_HUMAN
sp|O43464|HTRA2_HUMAN
tr|N4XPK0|N4XPK0_CAMJU
tr|G2J5T2|G2J5T2_HELPY
tr|I6GXK7|I6GXK7_ECOLX

FSKREVPVASGSGFIVSED-GLIVTNAHVVTN------KHRVKVELK-NG
LFGRNVPLSSGSGFIMSEA-GLIITNAHVVSSNSAAPGRQQLKVQLQ-NG
HGSRLVPVYSGSGFIVSED-GLIITNAHVVRN------QQWIEVVLQ-NG
FLGREVPISNGSGFVVAAD-GLIVTNAHVVAD------RRRVRVRLL-SG
KNDKEVVSSLGSGVIISKD-GYIVTNNHVVDD------ADTITVNLPGSD
K--ERMERALGSGVIISKD-GYIVTNNHVIDG------ADKIKVTIPGSN
GGQQQKFMALGSGVIIDADKGYVVTNNHVVDN------ATVIKVQLS-DG
.
***.::
* ::** **: .
: * : ..

235
212
233
213
136
132
146

sp|Q92743|HTRA1_HUMAN
sp|P83110|HTRA3_HUMAN
sp|P83105|HTRA4_HUMAN
sp|O43464|HTRA2_HUMAN
tr|N4XPK0|N4XPK0_CAMJU
tr|G2J5T2|G2J5T2_HELPY
tr|I6GXK7|I6GXK7_ECOLX

ATYEAKIKDVDEKADIALIKIDHQGKLPVLLLGRSSELRPGEFVVAIGSP
DSYEATIKDIDKKSDIATIKIHPKKKLPVLLLGHSADLRPGEFVVAIGSP
ARYEAVVKDIDLKLDLAVIKIESNAELPVLMLGRSSDLRAGEFVVALGSP
DTYEAVVTAVDPVADIATLRIQTKEPLPTLPLGRSADVRQGEFVVAMGSP
TEYKAKLIGKDPKTDLAVIKIEAN-NLSAITFTNSDDLMEGDVVFALGNP
KEYSATLVGTDSESDLAVIRITKD-NLPTIKFSDSNDISVGDLVFAIGNP
RKFDAKMVGKDPRSDIALIQIQNPKNLTAIKMADSDALRVGDYTVAIGNP
:.* :
*
*:* ::*
*..: : * : *: ..*:*.*

285
262
283
263
185
181
196

sp|Q92743|HTRA1_HUMAN
sp|P83110|HTRA3_HUMAN
sp|P83105|HTRA4_HUMAN
sp|O43464|HTRA2_HUMAN
tr|N4XPK0|N4XPK0_CAMJU
tr|G2J5T2|G2J5T2_HELPY
tr|I6GXK7|I6GXK7_ECOLX

FSLQNTVTTGIVSTTQRGGKELGLRNSDMDYIQTDAIINYGNSGGPLVNL
FALQNTVTTGIVSTAQREGRELGLRDSDMDYIQTDAIINYGNSGGPLVNL
FSLQNTATAGIVSTKQRGGKELGMKDSDMDYVQIDATINYGNSGGPLVNL
FALQNTITSGIVSSAQRPARDLGLPQTNVEYIQTDAAIDFGNSGGPLVNL
FGVGFSVTSGIISALNKDNIGLNQYEN---FIQTDASINPGNSGGALVDS
FGVGESVTQGIVSALNKSGIGINSYEN---FIQTDASINPGNSGGALIDS
FGLGETVTSGIVSALGRSGLNAENYEN---FIQTDAAINRGNSGGALVNL
*.: : * **:*: :
:.
::* ** *: *****.*::

335
312
333
313
232
228
243

sp|Q92743|HTRA1_HUMAN
sp|P83110|HTRA3_HUMAN
sp|P83105|HTRA4_HUMAN
sp|O43464|HTRA2_HUMAN
tr|N4XPK0|N4XPK0_CAMJU
tr|G2J5T2|G2J5T2_HELPY
tr|I6GXK7|I6GXK7_ECOLX

DGEVIGINTLKVT-----AGISFAIPSDKIKKFLTESHDR-QAKGKAITK
DGEVIGINTLKVT-----AGISFAIPSDRITRFLTEFQDK-QIKD---WK
DGDVIGVNSLRVT-----DGISFAIPSDRVRQFLAEYHEH-QMKGKAFSN
DGEVIGVNTMKVT-----AGISFAIPSDRLREFLHRGEKKNSSSGISGSQ
RGYLVGINSAILSRGGGNNGIGFAIPSNMVKDIAKKLIEK------GKID
RGGLVGINTAIISKTGGNHGIGFAIPSNMVKDTVTQLIKT------GKIE
NGELIGINTAILAPDGGNIGIGFAIPSNMVKNLTSQMVEY------GQVK
* ::*:*: ::
**.*****: :
. .
.

379
353
377
358
276
272
287
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sp|Q92743|HTRA1_HUMAN
sp|P83110|HTRA3_HUMAN
sp|P83105|HTRA4_HUMAN
sp|O43464|HTRA2_HUMAN
tr|N4XPK0|N4XPK0_CAMJU
tr|G2J5T2|G2J5T2_HELPY
tr|I6GXK7|I6GXK7_ECOLX

KKYIGIRMMSLTSSKAKELKDRHRDFPDVISGAYIIEVIPDTPAEAGGLK
KRFIGIRMRTITPSLVDELKASNPDFPEVSSGIYVQEVAPNSPSQRGGIQ
KKYLGLQMLSLTVPLSEELKMHYPDFPDVSSGVYVCKVVEGTAAQSSGLR
RRYIGVMMLTLSPSILAELQLREPSFPDVQHGVLIHKVILGSPAHRAGLR
RGFLGVTISALQGDTKKAYKN--------QEGALITDVQKGSSADEAGLK
RGYLGVGLQDLSGDLQNSYDN--------KEGAVVISVEKDSPAKKAGIL
RGELGIMGTELNSELAKAMKVD------AQRGAFVSQVLPNSSAAKAGIK
: :*:
:
.
* : .* .:.: .*:

429
403
427
408
318
314
331

sp|Q92743|HTRA1_HUMAN
sp|P83110|HTRA3_HUMAN
sp|P83105|HTRA4_HUMAN
sp|O43464|HTRA2_HUMAN
tr|N4XPK0|N4XPK0_CAMJU
tr|G2J5T2|G2J5T2_HELPY
tr|I6GXK7|I6GXK7_ECOLX

ENDVIISINGQSVVSANDVSDVIKREST---LNMVVRRGNEDIMITVIPE
DGDIIVKVNGRPLVDSSELQEAVLTESP---LLLEVRRGNDDLLFSIAPE
DHDVIVNINGKPITTTTDVVKALDSDS----LSMAVLRGKDNLLLTVIPE
PGDVILAIGEQMVQNAEDVYEAVRTQSQ---LAVQIRRGRETLTLYVTPE
RGDLVTKVNDKIIKSPIDLKNYIGTLEIGQKISLSYERDGENKQASFILK
VWDLITEVNGKKVKNTNELRNLIGSMLPNQRVTLKVIRDKKERAFTLTLA
AGDVITSLNGKPISSFAALRAQVGTMPVGSKLTLGLLRDGKQVNVNLELQ
*:: :. : :
:
:
: :
*. .
.

476
450
473
455
368
364
381

sp|Q92743|HTRA1_HUMAN
sp|P83110|HTRA3_HUMAN
sp|P83105|HTRA4_HUMAN
sp|O43464|HTRA2_HUMAN
tr|N4XPK0|N4XPK0_CAMJU
tr|G2J5T2|G2J5T2_HELPY
tr|I6GXK7|I6GXK7_ECOLX

EIDP---------------------------------------------VVM----------------------------------------------TIN----------------------------------------------VTE----------------------------------------------GEKENPK----GAQS---DLIDGLSLRNLDPRLKDRLQIPKDVNGVLVDS
ERKNPNKKETISAQNGAQGQLNGLQVEDLTQETKRSMRLSDDVQGVLVSQ
QSSQNQVD----SSS----IFNGIEGAEMSNKGKD--------QGVVVNN

480
453
476
458
411
414
415

sp|Q92743|HTRA1_HUMAN
sp|P83110|HTRA3_HUMAN
sp|P83105|HTRA4_HUMAN
sp|O43464|HTRA2_HUMAN
tr|N4XPK0|N4XPK0_CAMJU
tr|G2J5T2|G2J5T2_HELPY
tr|I6GXK7|I6GXK7_ECOLX

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------VKEKSKGKNSGFQEGDIIIGVGQSEIKNLKDLEQALKQVN-KKEFTKVWV 460
VNENSPAEQAGFRQGNIITKIEEVEVKSVADFNHALEKYKGKPKRFLVLD 464
VKTGTPAAQIGLKKGDVIIGANQQAVKNIAELRKVLDSKP----SVLALN 461

sp|Q92743|HTRA1_HUMAN
sp|P83110|HTRA3_HUMAN
sp|P83105|HTRA4_HUMAN
sp|O43464|HTRA2_HUMAN
tr|N4XPK0|N4XPK0_CAMJU
tr|G2J5T2|G2J5T2_HELPY
tr|I6GXK7|I6GXK7_ECOLX

------------------------------------------------YRNGFATLLVLK- 472
LNQGYRIILVK-- 475
IQRGDSSIYLLMQ 474

Figure A.S7. Multiple sequence alignment of HtrA sequences. The catalytic
Ser221 is highlighted in yellow.
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Based on an analysis of 118 structures of resolution of at least 2.0 Angstroms
and R-factor no greater than 20%, a good quality model would be expected
to have over 90% in the most favoured regions.

file_01.ps

Figure A.S8. Ramachandran plot generated by PDBsum Generate for the
"homology" model of human E-cadherin shown in Figure A.1D in the article.
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Figure A.S9. 1H NMR spectrum of compound A.2. MALDI: 422.0515 Da
(+H).

Figure A.S10. 1H NMR spectrum of compound A.4. MALDI: 373.1076 Da
(+H).
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Figure
A.S11. 1H NMR spectrum of compound A.5. MALDI: 383.0141 Da
!
(+H).
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3.2

INHIBITING

HELICOBACTER

PYLORI

HTRA

PROTEASE

BY

ADDRESSING A COMPUTATIONALLY PREDICTED ALLOSTERIC
LIGAND BINDING SITE

3.2.1 Abstract
Helicobacter pylori (H. pylori) is associated with inflammatory diseases and
can cause gastric cancer and mucosa-associated lymphoma. One of the
bacterium’s key proteins is high temperature requirement A (HpHtrA) protein,
an extracellular serine protease that cleaves E-cadherin of gastric epithelial
cells, which leads to loss of cell-cell adhesion. Inhibition of HpHtrA may
constitute an intervention strategy against H. pylori infection. Guided by the
computational prediction of hypothetical ligand binding sites on the surface of
HpHtrA, we performed residue mutation experiments that confirmed the
functional relevance of an allosteric region. We virtually screened for potential
ligands addressing this surface cleft located between the catalytic and PDZ1
domains. Our receptor-based computational method represents protein
surface pockets in terms of graph frameworks and retrieves small molecules
that satisfy the constraints given by the pocket framework. A new chemical
entity was identified that blocked E-cadherin cleavage in vitro by direct binding
to HpHtrA, and efficiently blocked pathogen transmigration across the gastric
epithelial barrier. A preliminary crystal structure of HpHtrA confirms the validity
of a comparative "homology" model of the enzyme, which we used for the
computational study. The results of this study demonstrate that addressing
orphan protein surface cavities of target macromolecules can lead to new
bioactive ligands.
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3.2.2 Introduction
More than 50% of the human population is infected by the gram-negative
bacterium Helicobacter pylori (H. pylori) (Suerbaum and Josenhans, 2007). It
is associated with several inflammatory diseases such as ulceration and
gastritis (Cover and Blanke, 2005; Ishijima et al., 2011). H. pylori colonizes
the host’s gastric epithelium where it is able to destroy mucosal integrity and
therefore can pass the epithelial barrier (Amieva et al., 2003). In severe
cases, an infection can lead to gastric cancer and mucosa-associated
lymphoid tissue lymphoma, which is why H. pylori has been rated as a class 1
carcinogen by the World Health Organization (Peek and Blaser, 2002; IARC
working group, 1994). One of the key factors for transmigration across the
epithelial barrier is the bacterium’s high temperature requirement A (HpHtrA)
protein that functions as a secreted protease cleaving E-cadherin (Hoy et al.,
2010). This essential serine protease cleaves the ectodomain of E-cadherin
and consequently impairs cell-cell adhesion of the epithelial cells. It has
previously been shown that inhibition of HtrA-mediated cleavage of Ecadherin significantly reduces migration of bacteria through polarized
epithelial monolayers and might therefore be an effective strategy to treat H.
pylori infections (Hoy et al., 2010). Only a few HpHtrA inhibitors have been
published so far (Löwer et al., 2008; Löwer et al., 2011; Klenner et al., 2012).
In 2010, Hoy et al. discovered the first inhibitor HHI (Hoy et al., 2010), which
was obtained by virtual screening with a comparative ("homology") model of
HpHtrA (Löwer et al., 2011), focusing on the active site around catalytic
Ser221. HHI also served as the starting point for a ligand-based virtual screen
that led to another inhibitor of HpHtrA (compound A.1, Figure B.1) (Klenner et
al., 2012). The actual binding site of this ligand is unknown. While there are
many

high-resolution

crystallographic

structures

available

of

HtrA

homologues, e.g. EcDegP, HpHtrA has eluded full structural characterization
to date. Here, we propose that several ligand binding sites might exist on the
surface of H. pylori enzyme, and disclose inhibitors supposed to bind to an
allosteric surface cavity.
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As demonstrated for the mentioned example of the HpHtrA active site but also
for several other targets (Chen and Shoichet, 2009; Yang et al., 2009; Stelzer
et al., 2011), receptor-based virtual screening provides a starting point to
obtain new chemical entities with desired biological activity (Löwer and
Proschak, 2011). One such method for receptor-based virtual screening is
automated ligand docking, where potential ligands are placed into the
respective binding site and scored according to their interactions with the
target

protein

(Kitchen

et

al.,

2004).

Alternatives

to

docking

are

pharmacophore-based methods that compare the pharmacophoric feature
distribution of candidate compounds and their potential binding site (Horwath
et al., 2011).
There are several tools available for receptor-based pharmacophore
modelling and compound screening, for example Catalyst (Accelrys, Inc.,
http://accelrys.com, San Diego, California), FLAP (Baroni et al., 2007),
PseudoLigand (Schüller et al., 2006), and VirtualLigand (Löwer et al., 2011),
just to mention some prominent representatives. These methods implement
grid-based approaches like GRID (Goodford, 1985) or LUDI (Böhm, 1992) to
determine pharmacophoric features in the protein pockets. Such grid
representations

are

usually

transformed

into

three-dimensional

(3D)

pharmacophore models and encoded by pocket-fingerprints (FLAP) or
correlation vectors (VirtualLigand), which allow for the rapid comparison of
pocket features and screening compounds.

3.2.3 Experimental details
Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR)
The SPR binding study was performed at 25°C on a SPR-2 instrument from
Sierra Sensors GmbH (Hamburg, Germany) with a temperature-stabilized
light source and a flow rate of 25 µL/min. Freshly prepared 10 mM HEPES
buffered saline (HBS-P), 150mM NaCl and 0.05% Tween was used as
immobilization running buffer. For immobilization on sensor chips with a
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carboxymethyl dextran matrix (SPR-2 Affinity Sensor Amine, batch 10-BB-02349-A, Sierra Sensors) an amino coupling method with activation solution
[200 mM N-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-carbodiimide (EDC) and 50 mM
N- hydroxysuccinimide (NHS)] was performed for 5 min. 1 mg HpHtrA and 1
mg trypsin (TPP, T0303, lot #089K7358, Sigma) were dissolved in 1 ml of 10
mM HEPES (HEPES buffer 1 M Solution, pH 7.3, Fisher Scientific). Protein
injection over 7 min and chip inactivation with 1 M ethanolamine at pH 8.5 for
6 min led to an HpHtrA response of 2569 RU on spot2 and a trypsin response
of 895 RU on spot1. After immobilization the system was primed with the
assay running buffer, 10 mM HEPES buffered saline containing 3% DMSO
(HBS-PD). 20 mM DMSO stock solutions of compounds B.2, B.3, and B.4
were prepared and diluted to 600 µM in 1.02 × HBS buffer without DMSO.
These 600 µM solutions were diluted to yield eight concentrations ranging
from 100 µM to 2.5 µM.
E-cadherin cleavage
For in vitro E-cadherin cleavage studies, 100 ng recombinant E-cadherin
(R&D Systems) were incubated with 100 ng recombinant HpHtrA in 50 mM
HEPES (pH 7.4) at 37°C for 16 h. HtrA inhibitors were dissolved in DMSO and
added to obtain a final concentration of 100 µM unless otherwise stated. We
stopped the reaction by adding SDS loading buffer. Proteins were separated
by SDS-PAGE followed by Western Blot analysis. Recombinant E-cadherin
was visualized using anti E-cadherin antibody H108 (Santa Cruz) and HtrA
antiserum was raised against the N-terminal peptide (DKIKVTIPGSNKEY) of
HpHtrA (Biogenes GmbH).
Non reducing SDS PAGE and zymography
HpHtrA variants (3 µg) were separated by SDS PAGE under non-reducing
conditions. For zymography, 0.1% casein (Roth) was copolymerized in the
gel. After electrophoresis, zymography gels were incubated in a 2.5% Triton
X-100 solution at room temperature for 1 h under gentle agitation, equilibrated
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in developing buffer (50 mM Tris pH 7.5, 200 mM NaCl, 5 mM CaCl2, 0.02%
Brij-35) for 30 min at room temperature and then incubated in fresh
developing buffer for 16 h at 37°C. The gels were stained either with
Coomassie G250 (Roth) for the regular SDS-PAGE, or with Coomassie R250
(Roth) for zymography. The gels were imaged with the ChemiDoc XRS+ using
the ImageLab software (Biorad).
HtrA mutagenesis
The cloning of HpHtrA wt and HpHtrA S221A has been described previously
(Löwer et al., 2008). The HpHtrA mutants (S164A, S166A, N208A, K328A)
were generated using the QuickChange Lightning Site directed mutagenesis
Kit (Stratagene). The following primers were used: S164Af: 5'-CCC ACG ATC
AAA TTC GCT GAT TCT AAT GAT ATT; S164Ar: 5'-AAT ATC ATT AGA ATC
AGC GAA TTT GAT CGT GGG; S166Af: 5'-CCC ACG ATC AAA TTC TCT
GAT GCT AAT GAT ATT; S166Ar: 5'-AAT ATC ATT AGC ATC AGA GAA
TTT GAT CGT GGG; N208Af: 5'-ATC AAC AGC TAT GAG GCT TTC ATT
CAA ACA GAC; N208Ar: 5'-GTC TGT TTG AAT GAA AGC CTC ATA GCT
GTT GAT; K328Af: 5'- AAT GGG AAA AAG GTT GCA AAC ACG AAT GAG
TTA, K328Ar: 5'-TAA CTC ATT CGT GTT TGC AAC CTT TTT CCC ATT.
HtrA preparation
For overexpression and purification of the recombinant HpHtrA transformed E.
coli was grown in 1500 ml TB medium at 37°C. At an OD550 of 0.5 the
expression was induced by the addition of 100 µM isopropylthiogalactoside
(IPTG). After incubation for 4 h at 25°C the culture was pelleted for 20 min
(4000 × g) at 4°C and lysed in PBS by sonication. The lysate was cleared by
centrifugation (10000 × g) and the supernatant was incubated with glutathione
sepharose (GE Healthcare) at 4°C overnight. After washing the sepharose,
the bound GST-fusion proteins were cleaved by PreScission Protease (GE
Healthcare) at 4°C overnight.
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Computational docking
Ligand docking was done with GOLD v5.0.2 (Jones et al., 1995). We
performed ligand placement 50 times in a sphere with a radius of 10 Å around
residue N208 in the HpHtrA homology model. Ligand poses were evaluated
by the ChemPLP scoring function.
Crystallization and structure determination
Protein crystals of HpHtrA were produced by the sitting-drop method after
mixing protein solution in a 2:1 ratio with reservoir solution containing: 0.2 M
NaF, 0.1 M bis-tris propane pH 6.5, 20% PEG 3350 and 10% ethylene glycol.
Data were collected on beamline I24 at Diamond Light Source (Harwell, UK).
A preliminary model only was available for this study, however the backbone
α-carbon atoms from chain A were well refined with acceptable geometry
according to Ramachandran dihedrals as quality indicators (97.6% in
preferred or allowed regions), and thus were usable as a reference in
validating the comparative homology model. Full details of crystallization, data
collection and structural refinement of the completed oligomeric model will be
published in a separate work.
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3.2.4 Results and discussion
Here, we present a receptor-based virtual screening method as an extension
to our software package PoLiMorph (Pocket Ligand Morphing) (Weisel et al.,
2010; Reisen et al., 2010). Protein surface pockets and small molecules are
represented by fuzzy labelled graphs that store information about the shape
and pharmacophoric features of the respective binding site. These graphs are
conceptual models of ligands and their binding. Graph superimposition and
comparison of the distributions of pharmacophoric features are used to predict
potential receptor-ligand interaction. We demonstrate the software’s ability to
support hit identification by retrieving an HpHtrA inhibitor from a large pool of
screening compounds. The inhibitor was identified through application of the
PoLiMorph receptor-based screening module.
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Figure B.1. Reference compound A.1 (Klenner et al., 2012) and three tested
compounds that were suggested by virtual screening with the PoLiMorph
software (Weisel et al., 2010; Reisen et al., 2010).
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Pocket frameworks
The software PoLiMorph was originally developed for the comparison of
ligand binding sites on protein surfaces (Weisel et al., 2010; Reisen et al.,
2010), and has recently been extended to allow ligand-based virtual screening
(Geppert et al., 2012). Taking the graph description of both binding sites and
small molecules, we developed a matching scheme that evaluates
complementarity of pockets and ligands without the need for explicit ligand
docking into surface cavities. We expect lipophilic, hydrophilic and uncharged
regions of the ligand graphs to be matched to regions of the protein pocket
with similar properties. Specifically, positively or negatively charged ligand
regions should face oppositely charged regions of the pocket. Hydrogen-bond
donors should be located opposite to hydrogen-bond acceptors and vice
versa. Accordingly, the fit between a pocket graph vertex vp and a ligand
graph vertex vl is determined on the basis of complementary propertie:
fit !! , !! = !

!
!

!∈! !!

∗

!! ! ∗!! !"#$ !
!"# !! ! ,!!! !"#$ !

,

(1)

where F is the set of all ligand graph potentials, v(f) corresponds to the value
of property f in vertex v, and comp(f) is the complementary graph potential to
f. The fit between two vertices in feature f is weighted according to
predetermined correlation values cf, which we obtained from observed
property distributions in a set of known ligand-protein complexes (PDBbind
core set) (Wang et al., 2005). Briefly, graph representations of all binding sites
and their bound ligands were calculated, and all vertices of the ligand graphs
were assigned to their closest vertex of the respective pocket graph. The
correlation values between the resulting paired property distributions were
taken as weighting factors cf. To be consistent with the vertex-fit calculations
of the other modules of PoLiMorph that employ z-scoring procedures, the
vertex-fit distributions of all assigned vertices within the PDBbind core set
were determined. Means and standard deviations of these distributions were
used for rescoring of the matched graphs (Weisel et al., 2010; Reisen et al.,
2010). Eq. (1) allows for computing similarity values for property-labeled
graph representations of protein pockets and potential ligands.
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As a first evaluation of PoLiMorph’s receptor-based virtual screening module,
ligands for six drug targets were exemplarily chosen from the COBRA (v10.3)
collection of drugs and lead compounds (Schneider and Schneider, 2003),
and corresponding protein structures were taken from the Protein Data Bank
(PDB) (Berman, et al., 2000): human immunodeficiency virus 1 (HIV-1)
protease-1 (PDB-ID: 1dmp) (Hodge et al., 1996), peroxisome proliferator
activator receptor gamma (PPARγ, PDB-ID: 1zgy) (Li et al., 2005),
cyclooxygenase 2 (COX2, PDB-ID: 6cox) (Kurumbail et al., 1996), retinoic
acid receptor gamma (RARγ, PDB-ID: 1fcx) (Klaholz et al., 2000), human
vitamin D3 receptor (VDR, PDB-ID: 3b0t) (Hishiki et al., to be published), and
factor Xa (fXa, PDB-ID: 2bok) (Schärer et al., 2005). From each protein
structure, the software PocketPicker (Weisel et al., 2007) extracted binding
pockets, for which PoLiMorph constructed a graph representation. Then,
graph representations of the ligands were created and ranked according to
their calculated pocket matching score (Eq. 1). On average the matching of a
pair of pocket and ligand graphs took 15 ms on a MacPro dual Quad-Core
Intel Xeon machine (non-parallelized), rendering the method applicable to
screening large compound databases. With ROC-AUC values (in brackets:
BEDROC scores, α = 0.05) (Truchon and Bayly, 2007) of 0.87 (0.37), 0.65
(0.11), 0.97 (0.612), and 0.99 (0.94) for the target classes HIV-1 protease,
COX-2, RARγ, and VDR respectively, PoLiMorph performed well for four out
of the six selected targets. ROC-AUC values of 0.49 (0.03) and 0.43 (0.05) for
fXa and PPARγ indicate that for these target classes PoLiMorph imperfectly
captured essential ligand properties. This preliminary retrospective evaluation
indicates that without further methodological tuning the applicability of virtual
screening with PoLiMorph might be restricted to certain targets or target
classes. Improved performance might be achievable by considering excluded
pocket volumes to avoid clashes between ligands and proteins during the
matching process. Also, the incorporation of target-specific information by upand down-weighting of binding site regions or pharmacophoric features could
result in better screening performance, which was shown by Hähnke et al.
(Hähnke and Schneider, 2011).
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H. pylori
C. jejuni
S. flexneri
EPEC
N. gonorrhoeae

Figure B.2. Sequence-based neighbour-joining tree of HtrA homologues.
Pocket identification and structure-based virtual screening for HtrA
inhibitors
Keeping these caveats in mind, our search for new HpHtrA inhibitors started
with the analysis of potential binding sites on the surface of a comparative
model of HpHtrA (Hoy et al., 2010). For model construction, we retrieved HtrA
protein sequences from H. pylori (UniProt-ID [The UniProt Consortium, 2014]
G2J5T2), Campylobacter jejuni (UniProt-ID: A1W0L1), enteropathogenic E.
coli (EPEC; UniProt-ID: 6GXK7), Shigella flexneri (UniProt-ID: E3YA49) and
Neisseria gonorrhoeae (UniProt-ID: E8SRH2) via PubMed from the National
Center for Biotechnology Information (U.S. National Library of Medicine,
Bethesda MD, USA). HtrAs from these species, except N. gonorrhoeae,
efficiently cleave E-cadherin (Hoy et al., 2012a). We computed BLAST
(Altschul et al., 1990) sequence alignments for each of the HtrA homologues
to identify the best structures available from the PDB (Figure B.2). In the
alignment, PDB entry 3mh6 (Krojer et al., 2008) showed the highest sequence
identity to all queries and ranked first based on the calculated E-values. Its
identity to S. flexneri and EPEC HtrAs was 99% (E-value = 0). C. jejuni HtrA
shared 41% sequence identity (E-value = 2e-72), and N. gonorrhoeae HtrA
exhibited the lowest sequence pairwise identity of 36% (E-value = 2e-88)
compared to 3mh6. The sequence in crystal structure 3mh6 was aligned to all
sequences using ClustalW (Larkin et al., 2007). We constructed the
comparative HpHtrA model based on this alignment with the software
Modeller 9v3 (Eswar et al., 2006) (Figure B.3).
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Then we searched cavities on the surface of our HpHtrA model using the
software PocketPicker. In addition to the active site cavity located around the
catalytic Ser221, a second large pocket was found. This ‘orphan’ allosteric
pocket is placed in the interface between PSD-95/Discs-Large/ZO domain 1
(PDZ1) and the serine protease domain of HpHtrA (Figure B.3A). Two
residues (Asp165, Asp168; Figure B.3D) flanking the potential binding site
were previously shown to be important for protease activity of HpHtrA
oligomers (Geppert et al., 2011). We expected a potential loss of enzymatic
activity upon binding of small molecules to this hypothetical allosteric pocket.
Of note, Krojer et al. showed for the E.coli homolog of HpHtrA, DegP, that the
large cavity on the opposite side of helix H6 to our hypothetical pocket,
located between the catalytic and the PDZ1 domains, is in fact an allosteric
regulation site for the proteolytic chaperone activity of DegP (Krojer et al.,
2008).
We calculated the PoLiMorph graph description of the suggested new binding
site (Figure B.3A) and used it as query for virtually screening a database
containing 127,138 ligand graphs. The compound pool contained Specs
Natural Products 08/2010 and the Specs Screening Collection 08/2010
(Specs, Delft, The Netherlands). All compounds were pre-processed using the
‘wash’ function of the Molecular Operating Environment (MOE) software
(2009.10, Chemical Computing Group, Montreal, Canada). For each
compound, we generated a single heuristic conformation with CORINA
(v3.26, Molecular Networks, Erlangen, Germany).
Among the top ranked compounds (1250 molecules, ~1% of the screening
pool) 10.4% contained a tetrahydrobenzothiophene scaffold, which represents
a four-fold enrichment of this substructure compared to its overall prevalence
in the compound pool (Table B.1). Moreover, 63% of the top-ranking
compounds contained a tertiary-butyl group (17-fold enrichment). We selected
the best-ranked tetrahydrobenzothiophene derivative (compound B.1, rank
75) for testing in vitro binding to HtrA. In addition, we performed a follow-up
ligand-based similarity searching experiment using PoLiMorph to detect
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analogues of compound B.1, which retrieved compounds B.2 and B.3. In
these compounds the tetrahydrobenzothiophene scaffold is replaced by
thienopyrimidinone (B.S1-BS4, Figure B.1).

Table B.1. Scaffold frequency among the virtual hit list.

ID

Scaffold

S

B.S1

S

B.S2

Occurrence
in topranked
compounds

Overall
occurrence
in database

Fold
enrichment
in topranked
compounds

10.4%

2.6%

4

6.6%

0.4%

17

7.9%

0.05%

17

2.2%

0.005%

45

S
N

B.S3

NH
O
S
N
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N
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A subset of retrieved compounds block HpHtrA enzymatic activity
Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR) experiments revealed concentrationdependent binding of compounds B.2 and B.3 to HpHtrA, while for compound
B.1 no binding was observed (Figure B.4A). In an in vitro E-cadherin cleavage
assay we tested if B.2 and B.3 also inhibit the enzymatic activity of HpHtrA.
Compound B.2 showed concentration-dependent inhibition with an estimated
IC50 of 30-40 µM (n = 4) (Figure B.4B), while compound B.3 had no effect on
E-cadherin processing by HpHtrA.
It is of note that we did not observe sigmoidal response curves in the SPR
experiments,

which

might

indicate

unspecific

binding

or

compound

aggregation. Such a binding behaviour is not uncommon for drug-like
compounds, as reported by Browner and coworkers (Giannetti et al., 2008),
and points to potentially promiscuous or allosteric ligands (van Western et al.,
2014).
To obtain a preliminary idea about the relevant pharmacophore points and
underlying structure-activity relationship, we docked compound B.2 into the
predicted allosteric site of HpHtrA using PoLiMorph. For this procedure, we
used the vertex assignments of the matched pocket and ligand graphs to
construct a rotation matrix with the Kabsch algorithm (Kabsch et al., 1976)
that served to place the ligand in the presumed binding site. The resulting
complex was energy minimized in MOE. The result suggested that compound
B.2 might fit into the presumable binding site and form interactions with the
protein (Figure B.3B). The carboxamide group of Asn208 and the backbone
amide nitrogen of Asn197 might act as hydrogen-bond donors for the carboxyl
group of the ligand. Also, a hydrogen bridge between Ser166 and the sp2hybridized nitrogen atom in the thienopyrimidinone scaffold could be formed.
Hydrophobic interactions between Lys328 and the phenyl ring of compound
B.2 might also contribute to ligand binding. Given the fact that compound B.3
does not inhibit the catalytic activity of HpHtrA, the interaction of Leu336 and
the tertiary butyl group of B.2 seems to be important for enzyme activity
inhibition. One might speculate that this group is essential for stabilizing the
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protein in an inactive conformation by blocking the relative movement of the
protease and the adjacent PDZ1 domain.
In order to test this hypothesis, we generated three single mutations: S166A,
N208A, K328A. Caseinolytic activity of these single residue mutations
mutants was retained, as determined by casein zymography (Figure B.4D).
Additionally, we generated the S164A mutation, which also showed casein
digestion. The catalytic site mutation S221A served as negative control in the
assays. However, the mutations within the potential allosteric site affected Ecadherin cleavage by HpHtrA. Despite their ability to cleave casein, these
mutants lost their ability to cleave the natural substrate E-cadherin. This
observation supports our hypothesis of the ligand binding site being relevant
for the functional regulation of HpHtrA.
As a main outcome of the virtual screening study, we identified compound B.2
as a new direct inhibitor of H. pylori HtrA protease activity by addressing a
computationally identified allosteric pocket without the need to explicitly dock
all screening compounds into the presumed binding cavity.
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Figure B.3. Structural model of H. pylori HtrA and potential binding modes of
the compounds B.2.
A) Comparative ("homology") protein model of HpHtrA. The enzyme contains
a protease domain and two PDZ domains (PDZ1, PDZ2). The potential
allosteric pocket that was used for the virtual screening experiment is located
between the protease domain and the PDZ1 domain. This pocket lies distant
to the active site (catalytic Ser221) and is flanked by helix 6 (H6) and two
loops. The pocket graph (red vertices) computed by the PoLiMorph software
is shown inside the allosteric pocket that was extracted by the PocketPicker
tool. The intensity of the blue colour of the pocket grid points correlates with
their buriedness. B) Computed docking pose of compound B.2. Potential
hydrogen-bond interactions are indicated by yellow dotted lines. C) Structural
alignment of the homology model (gray) and a preliminary X-ray structure of
HpHtrA (green). D) X-ray structural model of HpHtrA with the mutated
residues highlighted.
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Figure B.4. Binding potential and inhibition of HpHtrA by compounds B.1,
B.2, and B.3, and the activity of HpHtrA mutants.
A) SPR response for binding of compounds B.1, B.2, and B.3 to immobilized
HpHtrA. B) Recombinant E-cadherin was incubated with HpHtrA and several
concentrations of compounds A.1 (reference inhibitor) and B.2. Reduction of
full-length E-cadherin (E-Cad), cleavage products (CP1, CP2) and enzyme
loading (HtrA) are shown. C) HpHtrA wt cleaves E-cadherin. HpHtrA S221A,
S166A, N208A, K328A and S164A show no or very limited proteolytic activity
against E-cadherin. D) HpHtrA wt, HpHtrA S166A, N208A, K328A and S164A
are proteolytically active against casein, only the active-site mutation S221A
loses all activity.

Crystal structure of HpHtrA
In an attempt to validate experimentally the comparative structural model of
the complex between compound B.2 and HpHtrA, we pursued crystallization
experiments. While no co-complex was to date producible (crystallization trials
ongoing), we were able to solve the apo-structure of HpHtrA at 2.6 Å. The
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species captured in the crystal is a hexameric form of the protein. PDZ2 was
not visible in the electron density maps, so protease and PDZ1 domains alone
(amino acids 48 to 364) from refined chain A only were used for a comparison
with the homology model (amino acids 48 to 475). (Note, the final, fully refined
structure will be reported elsewhere.) Superposition of the experimentally
determined and homology models shows a good agreement in the relative
positions of protease and PDZ1 domains (Figure B.3C). Furthermore, when
comparing individual domains the structural alignments of both protease
domains together, or both PDZ1 domains have root-mean-square deviation
values of 0.68 Å and 0.69 Å, respectively. Thus, the comparative model
produced is a reasonably accurate representation of the HpHtrA structure in
terms of tertiary structure and domain arrangement, specifically in the region
around the presumed allosteric binding site, which is located between the
PDZ1 and protease domains.

3.2.5 Conclusion
Structure-based virtual screening by a new graph-based method based on the
PoLiMorph algorithm has resulted in the identification of functional ligands that
efficiently block E-cadherin processing by the serine protease HtrA from the
human pathogen H. pylori. We validated the applicability of the comparative
protein model used in the virtual screen by a new crystal structure of apoHpHtrA. Our results suggest an allosteric mode of action for the most potent
inhibitor B.2, although there is no direct experimental proof of the presumed
binding site. Although co-crystallization experiments failed, we were able to
solve the first apo-structure of HpHtrA at a resolution of 2.6 Å. The
experimentally obtained structure corroborates the suitability of an advanced
comparative ("homology") protein model for computational hit and lead finding
and motivates ligand screening for presumed allosteric surface cavities. The
inhibitors identified in our study can now serve as starting points for hit-to-lead
optimization and scaffold hopping to other chemotypes.
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3.3

FRAGMENT-BASED DE NOVO DESIGN REVEALS A SMALL
MOLECULE INHIBITOR OF HELICOBACTER PYLORI HTRA

3.3.1 Abstract
The sustained identification of innovative new chemical entities is key for the
success of chemical biology and drug discovery programs. We report the
fragment-based, computer-assisted de novo design of the best-in-class small
molecule inhibitor of Helicobacter pylori HtrA protease. Specific binding of the
designed compound to HtrA and binding kinetics were assessed through
biophysical methods. The designed chemotype presented potent activity in
vitro and blocked H. pylori transmigration across the gastric epithelial barrier.
Our results reinforce the use of ligand-based de novo design as a prime tool
for efficiently delivering pioneering lead structures and chemical probes with
tailored bioactivities and drug-like properties.

3.3.2 Introduction
The success of future drug discovery heavily relies on the sustainable
identification of new chemical entities (NCEs) (Bennani, 2011). By
complementing high-throughput compound screening and conventional in
silico methods, computer-assisted de novo molecular design is emerging as a
promising technology (Schneider et al., 2013; Rodrigues and Schneider,
2014). For example, it has recently been applied to the rational design of
prototype kinase inhibitors (Rodrigues et al., 2013; Spänkuch et al., 2013).
Here we disclose the de novo design of the best-in-class Helicobacter pylori
high-temperature requirement A (HtrA) serine protease inhibitor. The
designed compound presents suitable physicochemical properties for further
development and molecular biology studies. It blocked functional HtrAmediated cleavage of E-cadherin at 10 µM and significantly inhibited H. pylori
transmigration in an in vitro pathogenesis model. Surface Plasmon
Resonance (SPR) and saturation-transfer difference (STD) NMR data further
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confirmed specific binding of the designed compound to H. pylori HtrA, and
suggested an allosteric modulation of HtrA serine protease activity. The
results obtained validate de novo design as a prime concept for the
pioneering discovery of tailored NCEs for new macromolecular targets.
H. pylori is a Gram-negative pathogen colonizing ca. 50% of the world’s
population and a risk factor for developing gastric / duodenal ulcers, and
gastric cancer (Wroblewski et al., 2010; Singh et al., 2011). With increasing
resistance against conventional antibiotic treatment, there is an unmet need
for novel therapeutic agents capable of preventing disease onset and
progression. Additionally, host-pathogen interactions need to be further
understood by use of small molecule probes to enable the design of
efficacious drugs (Amieva and El-Omar, 2008; Posselt et al., 2013). HtrA is a
virulence factor secreted by H. pylori that plays an important role in cleaving
E-cadherin and disrupting epithelial cell adhesion (Hoy et al., 2010). Adequate
study of target biology and validation of HtrA as a relevant clinical drug target
has been precluded by lack of proper chemical tools. Current state of the art
relies on compound A.2 (Figure C.1) (Löwer et al., 2011; Klenner et al., 2012)
a poorly soluble and aggregating chemical entity with potential for conjugation
with macromolecules through Michael addition. While computer-assisted de
novo design has been used for the generation of innovative chemotypes with
predictable target affinities (Reutlinger et al., 2014) scaffold hops have never
been attempted for HtrA with the goal of fulfilling multiple objectives, including
the improvement of physicochemical properties.
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3.3.3 Experimental
Computational
Compound A.2 was standardized using the “wash”, “protonate”, and “add
hydrogens” functions from MOE 2013.08 (Chemical Computing Group,
Montreal, Canada). The DOGS software was run with the options α = 0.1-0.9
(favouring a balance of explorative and conservative designs), and 250 start
fragments (broad sampling of chemical space). Similarity between the designs
and the template was computed using the ISOAK graph kernel method on
reduced graph representations (Rupp and Schneider, 2010). The pooled
designs were filtered according to predicted water solubility (logS > -6) (MOE
2013.08), and further processed with a 3D pharmacophore model generated
with

LigandScout

(version

3.02,

Inte:Ligand,

Vienna,

Austria).

The

pharmacophore model was built manually, based on the flexible alignment of
eight HtrA inhibitors, and only the molecules matching all pharmacophoric
features were considered further.
Pharmacophore modelling
A pharmacophore model for HtrA inhibition was built with LigandScout
(version 3.02, Inte:Ligand, Vienna, Austria) using default settings. A
consensus model, based on flexible alignment of eight E-cadherin cleavageinhibiting compounds (Table C.S1) was used to post-process de novo
designed structures. For conformer generation settings the standardised “best
settings” parameter was used, which creates a maximum of 500
conformations based on OMEGA. For ligand clustering the “alignment score”
was chosen, and the pharmacophore model was generated by using the
“pharmacophore fit- and atom overlay” function. The top model (score 0.9230)
was then transferred to the screening interface and DOGS unique compounds
prefiltered by clogS > -6 served as database. Sixty-five de novo compounds
fitted the model and were ranked accordingly (matching all query features).
One compound within the top 5 ranked solutions was selected for synthesis
and testing.
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Table C.S1. Reference compounds for pharmacophore model.
Molecular ID

Molecular structure
S
S
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N

O
HO

O

O

Molecular Weight: 421.48
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S
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O
HO

O

O
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O
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S
N

O
HO

O

O

Molecular Weight: 405.42

S
S

A.S37

N

O
HO

O

O

Molecular Weight: 421.48
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O

O
HO

O

O

Molecular Weight: 372.38

O
HO

O

A.S38
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N
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S

Molecular Weight: 342.39
S
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HO

N
O
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O

HO
O

Molecular Weight: 382.81
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Chemistry
Synthesis and analytics
Synthesis of (S)-5-(4-(2-carboxy-2-(2,5-dimethyl-1H-pyrrol-1-yl)ethyl)phenyl)
furan-2-carboxylic acid (C.1). 4-Borono-L-phenylalanine (1 molar eq.) and 5bromo-2-furoic acid (1 molar eq.) were dissolved in a mixture of 1M Na2CO3 (2
mL) and acetonitrile (1 mL). Pd(PPh3)2Cl2 (20 molar eq.) was added, followed
by degasing under nitrogen. The vial was sealed and reacted for 30 minutes
at 150°C under microwaves (Gong and He, 2002). The solvent was
evaporated under reduced pressure and the resulting crude product was
purified by reverse phase flash chromatography (Eluent A: acetonitrile + 0.1%
formic acid; Eluent B: H2O + 0.1% formic acid) with a 5-50% acetonitrile
gradient run over 16 minutes. The solvent was evaporated affording the
required intermediate as white powder, 64%; m.p. > 240ºC, LC-MS m/z 317.2
(MH + CH3CN)+, Rt = 4.42 min. Intermediate compound (1 molar eq.) and
hexane-1,5-dione (2 molar eq.) were dissolved in 300 µL AcOH and reacted at
170°C for 15 minutes under microwaves (Liu et al., 2008). The solvent was
evaporated under reduced pressure and the resulting crude product was
purified by reverse phase flash chromatography (Eluent A: acetonitrile + 0.1%
formic acid; Eluent B: H2O + 0.1% formic acid) with a 30-95% acetonitrile
gradient run over 16 minutes. The solvent was evaporated affording
compound C.1 as white powder, 100%. M.p. = 158°C; Rt = 6.96 min (100%);
1

H NMR (CD3OD, 400.13 MHz) δ 1.85 (6H, s, 2CH3), 3.12 (1H, dd, J = 14.0

and 11.2 Hz, CH2), 3.41 (1H, dd, J = 13.6 and 4.0 Hz, CH2), 4.82 (1H, m, CH),
5.52 (2H, s, Ar-H), 6.74 (1H, d, J = 3.6 Hz, Ar-H), 6.84 (2H, d, J = 8.4 Hz, ArH), 7.15 (1H, d, J = 3.6 Hz, Ar-H), 7.50 (2H, d, J = 8.0 Hz, Ar-H);

13

C NMR

(CD3OD, 100.61 Hz) δ 13.29, 38.39, 59.76, 107.33, 107.89, 120.54, 121.19,
125.62, 129.37, 131.14, 140.30, 145.23, 158.92, 162.01, 173.98. HRMS-ESI
calc. (C20H19NO5+H+) = 353.1263 Da, found = 354.1337 Da.
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1

H STD NMR

The NMR measurements were performed on a Bruker Avance III 500 MHz
spectrometer (5 mm BBI probe and z-axis gradient) at 298 K. We prepared 20
mM stock solutions in DMSO-d6 of compound C.1 and β-methyl-D-glucoside.
All samples were measured under conditions of 5% DMSO-d6, D2O, 150 mM
NaCl at pH 6.3 after 1 hour of pre-incubation. 1H STD-NMR experiments were
performed under saturation at 0.8 ppm (on-resonance spectra), 40 ppm (offresonance spectra, 50 dB, 190 Hz) and a total saturation time of 2 s (soft
pulse delay of 100 µs). In experiment A we recorded a proton NMR of
compound C.1 (1 mM), in experiment B a proton NMR of HtrA (10 µM). STD
experiment of a sample of compound C.1 (1 mM) and HtrA (10 µM) led to the
spectra C (off-resonance) and D (on-resonance), while the STD experiment
with a sample of the non-binder β-methyl-D-glucoside (1 mM) and HtrA (10
µM) led to the spectra E (off-resonance) and F (on-resonance). The STD
experiment with compound C.1, β-methyl-D-glucoside and HtrA (1 : 100 : 100;
10 µM : 10,000 µM : 10,000 µM) yielded the spectra G (off-resonance) and H
(on-resonance).
General considerations
All starting materials and solvents were obtained from ABCR Chemicals,
Aldrich, Fluka, Alfa Aesar or Acros, and were used without further purification.
Microwave-assisted syntheses were conducted in a Biotage Initiator reactor.
Flash chromatography was carried out on a Biotage IsoleraTM Spektra
Systems with Biotage SNAP Ultra flash chromatography cartridges of 60 g
(C18). Melting points (mp) were recorded on a Büchi M560 apparatus and are
uncorrected. Analytical LC-MS was carried out in a Hitachi LaChrom Ultra –
Advion CMS system, equipped with a Nucleodur C18 HTec column, under an
appropriate gradient of acetonitrile : H2O (+ 0.1% formic acid in each solvent),
and a total flow rate of 0.5 mL/min. The mass spectrometer was operated in
positive-ion mode with ESI. Proton and carbon nuclear magnetic resonance
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spectra (1H and

13

C NMR, respectively) were recorded on Bruker Avance 400

or 500 spectrometers. Chemical shifts (δ) are reported in units of parts per
million (ppm) downfield from SiMe4 (δ 0.0) and relative to the respective
solvent’s peak. Multiplicities are given as: s (singlet), d (doublet), dd (double
of doublet). 1H-1H Coupling constants (J) are reported in Hertz (Hz).
Biophysical methods
Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS)
Dynamic Light Scattering (90Plus Particle Size Analizer, Brookhaven
Instruments Corp., USA) was used to determine compound aggregation
potential. The particle sizes were measured at 25°C under default settings for
water and the dust filter parameter was set to 50.
Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR)
Binding experiments were performed on a Sierra Sensors GmbH SPR2/SPR4 instrument (Hamburg, Germany) at 25°C under a flow rate of 25
µL/mL. The measurements were performed on carboxymethyl dextran matrix
high-density sensor chips (Affinity Sensor HC, Sierra Sensors, Hamburg,
Germany) by immobilizing 20 µg/mL HtrA wt in 10 mM HEPES (HEPES buffer
1 M Solution, pH 7.3, Fisher Scientific). The immobilization procedure was the
following: amine coupling with an activation solution (200 mM N-ethyl-3-(3dimethylaminopropyl)-carbodiimide (EDC) and 50 mM N-hydroxysuccinimide
(NHS)), protein injection and subsequently inactivation of excess coupling
groups with 1 M ethanolamine at pH 8.5. The sample run was performed with
a running buffer of 10 mM HEPES buffer saline with 3% DMSO, 150 mM NaCl
and 0.005% Tween (HBS-PD). 20 mM Stock solutions for compounds A.2
and C.1 were prepared in DMSO and sequentially diluted in HBS-P (HBS-PD
without DMSO) and HBS-PD buffers. Monitoring of the integrity of the enzyme
was provided by regular injection of compound A.2 as reference.
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Biology
Western blot
Purification of recombinant H. pylori HtrA and in vitro cleavage assays were
performed like previously described (Löwer et al., 2011). In summary, the
cleavage assay was executed by incubating 200 ng recombinant HtrA with 50
ng recombinant E-cadherin (R&D Systems, Germany) in 50 mM HEPES pH
7.5 for 16 hours at 37°C. Compounds were added at several concentrations
as indicated. The resulting proteins were separated by SDS PAGE. Specific
antibodies against HtrA (Hoy et al., 2012a) or the extracellular domain of Ecadherin (sc7870, Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Germany) were utilized to
analyze the proteins in the Western blot. All experiments were carried out at
least in triplicates.
Transmigration assays
Helicobacter pylori strain P12 was grown under microaerophilic conditions at
37°C on agar plates containing 10% horse serum. Campilobacter jejuni strain
81-176 was cultivated for 48 hours on Campylobacter blood-free selective
Agar Base using Campylobacter growth supplement (Oxoid, Germany) at
37°C (generated by CampyGen, Oxoid). The HtrA inhibitory effect of the
compounds in infection experiments was analyzed by performing transwell
infection assay. To investigate the inhibitory potential, different concentrations
of the compounds (10, and 50 µM) were added to the infected cells. Cell
penetration of the bacteria in presence and absence of a potential inhibitor
was detected and compared. For the infection assay, human gastric
adenocarcinoma cell line MKN-28 was cultivated on transwell filters in
RPMI1640 medium (Biochrom, Germany) containing 4 mM glutamine
(Invitrogen, Germany) and 10% FCS (Biowest, France) under humidified
conditions at 37°C. The cells on the transwell filters were incubated with
bacteria at MOI 50 for the indicated periods of time per experiment. The
measurement of the number of transmigrated C. jejuni and H. pylori was
performed as described (Boehm et al., 2012). Briefly, the number of
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transmigrated bacteria was determined by taking aliquots from the basal filter
chamber and defined as colony forming units (CFU). All infection assays were
performed in triplicates.

3.3.4 Results and discussion
Here we applied the reaction- and fragment-based software DOGS (Design
Of Genuine Structures) (Hartenfeller et al., 2012) to computationally generate
HtrA inhibitor candidates using A.2 as template. The algorithm suggested
1707 unique molecules, with 826 of those presenting computed logS > -6
(MOE 2013.08, The Chemical Computing Group, Montreal, Canada). This
result not only reflects the scaffold hopping capabilities of the design
algorithm, but also provides ample opportunity to explore chemical space
containing aqueous soluble entities. We further processed the designs
obtained with a 3D pharmacophore model generated with LigandScout
(version 3.02, Inte:Ligand, Vienna, Austria) that captured features which we
perceived as critical for bioactivity (Supporting Information for details). From
the remaining 65 molecules we selected compound C.1 (Figure C.1) for
synthesis based on ranking position, the absence of a Michael acceptor,
profound structural dissimilarity to the template (Tanimoto index = 0.14;
Morgan fingerprints radius = 4) and unreported chemotype (SciFinder;
https://scifinder.cas.org). We obtained compound C.1 through a two-step
synthetic route that involved Suzuki coupling of 4-borono-L-phenylalanine with
the required bromofuran building block and subsequent Paal-Knorr pyrrole
synthesis (Figure C.1).
Table C.1. Summary of binding kinetics parameters for Helicobacter pylori
HtrA, and physicochemical properties of compounds A.2 and C.1.
Compound

KD / µM

koff / s-1

t1/2 / s

LEa

logPb

logSb

A.2
C.1

27 ± 4
37 ± 4

1.4
1.8

0.5
0.4

0.22
0.24

4.8
3.5

-8.7
-4.3

a
b

Ligand efficiency (LE = -1.4 logKD / number of non-hydrogen atoms)
calculated with MOE 2013.08
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Figure C.1. Retrosynthetic analysis of the de novo designed compound C.1.
Compound aggregation is considered as one of the most common reasons for
false-positive readouts in early drug discovery programs (Seidler et al., 2003).
With compound C.1 in hand we set out to evaluate its potential for unspecific
binding. No aggregates of C.1 were detected at concentrations as high as 100
µM. Conversely, DLS measurements of A.2 revealed a critical aggregation
concentration between 25 and 50 µM. Hence, the poor aqueous solubility of
A.2 may result in unspecific ligand-receptor interactions at bioactive
concentrations. SPR was used to further profile compounds A.2 and C.1 and
assess their binding affinities to HtrA. While A.2 presented a KD value of 27 ±
4 µM, the de novo designed compound C.1 exhibited similar affinity (KD = 37 ±
4 µM, Figure C.2) and higher Ligand Efficiency (LE) (Table C.1), without
foreseen interference from compound aggregation. In fact, the KD value of C.1
lies in the concentration range where substantial compound aggregation was
detected.
Understanding the binding kinetics of drugs to macromolecular targets is of
paramount importance for lead optimization, as both the on- (kon) and offrates (koff) determine the duration of a given direct pharmacological effect
(Copeland et al., 2006). The residence time within a binding pocket is chiefly
governed by the off-rate of the ligand from the ligand-receptor complex, and
has key implications in drug efficacy and selectivity. Both compounds A.2 and
C.1 show fast koff rates and short residence times (Table C.1), suggesting
only few strong directed interactions within the binding pocket. Both
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observations are in agreement with allosteric inhibition kinetics (Siarheyeva et
al., 2012; Urbaniak et al., 2013; Han et al., 2013). Altogether, the SPR
measurements with C.1 advocate an innovative mechanism of action,
warranting further profiling and binding hypothesis exploration.

relative Response (%)
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A.2
C.1
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80
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40
20
0
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10-5
10-4
Concentration (M)

10-3

Figure C.2. Affinity of compounds A.2 and C.1 to HtrA from SPR
measurements.
We used 1H STD NMR spectroscopy as an orthogonal method to gain insight
into the molecular basis of binding of C.1 to HtrA (cf. Supporting Information).
1

H NMR reference spectra were recorded for compound C.1 and HtrA

separately (Figure C.3A, B), as well as the off-resonance reference (Figure
C.3C) and STD spectrum (Figure C.3D) for the mixture of compound C.1 with
HtrA. Saturation transfer could be best identified for the phenylfuranyl moiety
(6.75- 7.50 ppm) and, to some minor extent, the aliphatic protons of
compound C.1, with the exception of the methyl groups. Together with an
appropriate negative control (β-methyl-D-glucoside, Figures C.3E-H), this
result not only confirms direct binding, as previously measured by SPR, but
also corroborates directed interactions of C.1 with HtrA. Furthermore, the STD
NMR supports the fast off-rate of C.1 and provides a rationale for advanced
lead structure optimization. Head-to-head comparison of the de novo
designed compound to the template A.2 through STD NMR was unsuccessful
due to lack of aqueous solubility of the latter (logS(A.2) = -8.7 vs. logS(C.1) =
4.3, Table C.1).
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Figure C.3. STD NMR experiments revealing the direct interaction between
compound C.1 and H. pylori HtrA. A) 1H NMR spectrum of the HtrA ligand C.1
(1 mM). B) 1H NMR spectrum of H. pylori HtrA (10 µM). C) Off-resonance
reference NMR spectrum of compound C.1 (1 mM) in the presence of HtrA
(10 µM). D) STD NMR spectrum of compound C.1 (1 mM) in the presence of
HtrA (10 µM). E) Off-resonance reference NMR spectrum of β-methyl-Dglucoside (1 mM) in the presence of HtrA. F) STD NMR spectrum of β-methylD-glucoside (1 mM) as a negative control; 10 uM HtrA. G) Off-resonance
reference NMR spectrum of compound C.1 (1 mM) together with β-methyl-Dglucoside (1 mM) in the presence of HtrA (10 µM). H) STD NMR spectrum of
compound C.1 (1 mM) together with β-methyl-D-glucoside (1 mM) in the
presence of HtrA (10 µM). In B), C), E), G) and H) an impurity in the protein
batch was observed at 3.25-3.75 ppm. In addition to residual water, the
expected signals, and residual protons of deuterated solvent (DMSO-d6) are
also observable. The impurity is not visible in the STD spectrum (Figure C.3D)
indicating that it does not interact with HtrA. Figure C.3D clearly shows
saturation transfer from HtrA to the aromatic protons of compound C.1 (6.757.50 ppm) and, to some minor extent, a methylene proton (3.25 ppm). The
spectra in (E) and (F) demonstrate that no saturation transfer occurs between
HtrA and β-methyl-D-glucoside. The spectrum in (H) presents the observed
saturation transfer from HtrA to the aromatic protons of compound C.1, in the
mixture between compound C.1 and β-methyl-D-glucoside with HtrA,
indicating the selective saturation transfer to the binding ligand.
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Following the thorough assessment of C.1 by biophysical methods, we
evaluated whether binding of the de novo designed entity translated into
functional inhibition of H. pylori HtrA. E-cadherin is an HtrA substrate and the
soluble ~90 kDa E-cadherin fragment has been associated with a broad range
of cancer types (Grabowska and Day, 2012). Efficient inhibition of HtrAmediated E-cadherin cleavage may therefore provide a crucial and original
means for preventing H. pylori infection. Western blot analysis (Figure C.4A)
revealed that compound C.1 presents a concentration-dependent behaviour
and inhibits cleavage of recombinant E-cadherin in concentrations as low as
10 µM (Figure C.4A, lane 6). The proteolytic activity of HtrA was fully inhibited
by C.1 at 50 µM (Figure C.4A, lane 8), thereby supporting de novo design as
a chief tool for obtaining innovative chemotypes with potent bioactivity
profiles.
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Figure C.4. A) Western blot analysis of recombinant E-cadherin cleavage by
H. pylori HtrA in the presence of compounds A.2 and C.1 at different
concentrations; B) Inhibition of wild type Helicobacter pylori transmigration
across an epithelial layer of human gastric adenocarcinoma MKN-28 cells,
over a period of 24 hours. Compounds A.2 and C.1 were tested at
concentrations of 10 and 50 µM; C) Inhibition of wild type Campylobacter
jejuni transmigration, over a period of 24 hours. Compounds A.2 and C.1
were tested at concentrations of 10 and 50 µM.
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Finally, we assessed H. pylori transmigration in vitro in the presence of
compounds A.2 and C.1 at 10 and 50 µM (Figure C.4B). A transwell migration
assay (Hoy et al., 2012a; Boehm et al., 2012) was used to model microbial
pathogenesis by measuring pathogen transmigration across an epithelial layer
of human gastric adenocarcinoma MKN-28 cells (cf. Supporting Information).
The treatment of H. pylori with compounds A.2 or C.1 at 10 µM did not show
significantly inhibited migration compared to untreated bacteria. However, and
in accordance with Western blot analyses, clear effects were detected at 50
µM over 24 hours, further substantiating the mechanism of action in a whole
cell in vitro assay. Importantly, a dissimilar outcome was obtained for both
compounds against Campylobacter jejuni, suggesting critical differences
between the HtrA homologues of the two pathogens that may explain
selective blockage of H. pylori transmigration across the model gastric
epithelium by A.2 and C.1 (Figure C.4C).

3.3.5 Conclusion
Overall, the results of the present fragment-based de novo design study
leverage chemical biology and drug discovery programs applied to HtrA.
Specifically, we swiftly revealed the best-in-class HtrA inhibitor to date through
multi-objective prioritization. Results also suggest that the successful and
economical design of NCEs may advance the therapeutic armamentarium
against H. pylori, and a similar strategy might be extended to human HtrA1/2
to modulate other relevant diseases (Skorko-Glonek et al., 2013; Tiaden and
Richards, 2013).
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Figure C.S2. 1H and 13C{1H} NMR spectra for compound C.1.
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Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS)

Figure C.S3. DLS data for compound A.2 at 50 µM.
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Figure C.S4. DLS data for compound C.1 at 100 µM.
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Figure C.S5. Example of an SPR sensorgram recorded for compounds A.2
and C.1.
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The results of this thesis demonstrate that HtrA from the enteropathogen H.
pylori is similar in its activity and structural properties to one of the three wellinvestigated E. coli HtrAs, namely EcDegP. Both HpHtrA and EcDegP favor
hydrophobic flanking positions for cleaving substrates.
Krojer et al. reported a positive feedback regulated cleavage mechanism of
multiple substrate shedding for EcDegP (Krojer et al., 2008; Clausen et al.,
2011; Hansen and Hilgenfeld, 2013) (Figure I.5) and according to our
proteomic analysis, we can hypothesize that this feature is shared by HpHtrA
as well. Furthermore, the proteomic analysis led to the identification of
HpHtrA-relevant cleavage sites in E-cadherin. We identified a clear cleavage
pattern of HpHtrA within the E-cadherin sequence, namely [VITA]-[VITA]. The
detected cleavage fragments served as starting points for substrate-derived
peptide design. Consequently, we demonstrated the discovery of the first
peptidic inhibitor against HpHtrA. Literature suggests that EcDegP features
two binding cavities, the catalytic site and the PDZ1-domain pocket (Hansen
and Hilgenfeld, 2013). It was shown for EcDegP by Krojer et al., that peptides
with a carboxyl group at the C-terminus have a higher affinity to the PDZ-1
pocket than peptides with a terminal amide (Krojer et al., 2008) (cf. Chapter
1.1.3). Affinity measurements of our P1 peptide inhibitor with both C-terminal
variants allow the same interpretation for the PDZ1-domain of HpHtrA.
EcDegP oligomerization is well established (Hansen and Hilgenfeld, 2013)
(Figure I.6). EcDegP forms substrate induced-oligomerization states (up to
24-mers), as well as a proteolytic inactive resting state of the protein out of six
monomers (Hansen and Hilgenfeld, 2013). Substrate-specific HpHtrA
oligomerization is currently not well described. We have shown that inhibitors
and point mutations within a computationally-identified potential allosteric site
influence HpHtrA oligomeric states and the functional activity of HtrA.
Our results provide evidence that EcDegP research literature may be
translated to HpHtrA and, consequently, future HtrA research will benefit from
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an integrated view on multi-organism structural and activity data. Additionally,
our proteomic study suggests natural substrates as potential starting points
for drug discovery. As such, the identified peptidic inhibitors of HpHtrAmediated E-cadherin cleavage can be utilized as substrate substitution for
crystallization studies and may serve as starting point for HtrA-negative Ecadherin mutations; i.e. E-cadherin proteins, which can no longer be
degraded by HpHtrA.
Moreover, we report the discovery and optimization of new small molecule
inhibitors by applying various computational approaches including ligandbased and structure-based methods as well as computer-assisted de novo
design. We may conclude that ligand-based virtual screening is suitable to
identify new functional HpHtrA inhibitors. A preliminary SAR for the inhibitors
was obtained by applying this ligand-based similarity search approach. We
also obtained positive results by following a structure-based approach. In this
study, pocket information of a computed new potential allosteric site of
HpHtrA (in addition to the PDZ1-domain pocket) was utilized to generate a
screening model.
For the best peptidic inhibitor P1 from our study we were unable to measure a
KD value by SPR but SPR measurements suggest binding at a peptide
concentration of 10 µM. Concentration-dependent inhibition of HtrA-mediated
E-cadherin cleavage starts at a peptide concentration of 10 µM. 100 µM of P1
led to complete blockage of E-cadherin cleavage in vitro. P1 efficiently
prevented bacterial transmigration in vitro, measured for H. pylori and C.
jejuni. For the first identified virtual screening inhibitor A.2 we measured a KD
value of 25±2 µM. It is noteworthy that compound A.2 shows selective
inhibition of H. pylori transmigration and does not affect C. jejuni in our
studies. Furthermore, we identified HtrA inhibitors with improved affinity by
subsequent virtual screening based on A.2 (compound A.4 KD = 12±2 µM,
A.5 KD = 10±1 µM). These low molecular weight inhibitors block HtrAmediated cleavage in a concentration-dependent manner which we observed
in the enzymatic test as well as in the in vitro transmigration assay. The de
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novo designed compound C.1 has a KD value of 37±4 µM. While conserving
the inhibitory effect, we successfully improved the physicochemical properties
by this design.
Virtual screening methods within this thesis differ in structure and validation to
previous described virtual screening approaches on HpHtrA (Löwer et al.,
2011, Klenner et al., 2012) (cf. Chapter 1.2.1). Klenner et al. performed
ligand-based virtual screening based a singular template structures
(compound I.1), whereas multiple reference compounds served as starting
points within this thesis. Moreover, we used a descriptor set to identify HpHtrA
active compounds. The receptor based approach performed by Löwer et al.
identified weak HpHtrA inhibitors based on the catalytic site (Löwer et al.,
2011). The receptor based methods presented in this thesis, identified new
NCEs, based on the subsequently identification of a potential new allosteric
site in HpHtrA. For the first time, binding of HpHtrA inhibitors was analysed via
SPR and STD experiments.
Within this thesis we successfully identified a pool of new HtrA small molecule
inhibitors. Nevertheless, we are aware of the problematic structure-related
properties of the majority of the discovered NCEs including potential reactive
groups (Michael acceptor), aggregation potential and poor solubility. This
motivated us to perform fragment-based computer-assisted de novo design
with the goal of maintaining potent target engagement while exploring druglike chemical space. We successfully eliminated potential physicochemistryrelated liabilities through multi-objective compound prioritization and identified
the best-in-class HtrA inhibitor known to date.
We only hypothesize about the binding site of the new discovered HtrA
inhibitors. The exact binding mode of the NCEs can only be decoded through
co-crystallization. Crystallization studies are on-going and may provide
important information for future drug discoveries against HtrA. To date, no
small molecule inhibitor has been identified which specifically targets the
HpHtrA catalytic site. As previously mentioned, we do not have evidence for
any binding mode, because no X-ray structure for HpHtrA–ligand complexes
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is available yet. Löwer et al. showed that the active site of HpHtrA represents
a broad and shallow area (Löwer et al., 2011). We speculate that small
molecules are more favorable to bind in the smaller more buried PDZ1
binding cavity. Overall, small molecule binding in shallow protein sites and
allosteric sites results in lower potency of the ligands (van Western et al.,
2014). Therefore, we conclude that discovering high affinity compounds for
HpHtrA remains a challenging task. Structural data of the target HpHtrA could
help to better model specific protein-ligand interactions and consequently,
contribute to higher potency.
Comparison of the protease domain of chymotrypsin-like serine proteases
and HtrA shows that they differ in the S1 pocket. HtrA contains a smaller,
more hydrophobic S1 pocket compared to serine proteases from this class
(Krojer et al., 2002). Trypsin cleaves after Lys and Arg, which are positively
charged amino acids, while HtrA favors hydrophobic flanking positions.
Therefore, the amino acid binding specifity in the S1 pocket differs according
the represented amino acid composition (Hedstrom, 2002). For trypsin,
Asp189, Gly216 and Gly226 within this pocket, are suggested to be
responsible for the recognition of the positive charged side chain of Lys and
Arg (Huber et al., 1974; Krieger et al., 1974). Following this design hypothesis
inhibitors of this chymotrypsin-like serine protease often contain a positive
charged amino acid and this inhibitors are suggested to displace the subtract
and act as competitive binders (Markwardt et al., 1986). A prominent
structural example for chymotrypsin-like proteases inhibitors represents the
benzamidine scaffold and has for example been combined with a lactam
scaffold (Markwardt et al., 1986; Schweizer et al., 2006; Züricher and
Diederich, 2008).
Consequently, we may conclude, that the selected and synthesized inhibitors
of this thesis have a higher chance to be HtrA selective for HtrA due their
negatively charged character. Overall, our results also suggest that our design
paradigm may be successfully extended to the discovery of HtrA inhibitors
relevant to human pathophysiology.
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1D

One-dimensional

2D

Two-dimensional

3D

Three-dimensional

ADAM

A Disintegrin And Metalloproteinase

AGS

Human gastric adenocarcinoma

AJ

Adherens Junctions

ASA

Acetylsalicylic Acid

AurA

Aurora A kinase

BEDROC

Boltzmann-Enhanced Discrimination of Receiver
Operating Characteristic

BH4

Tetrahydrobiopterin

CagA

Cytotoxin-associated gene A

CATS

Chemically Advanced Template Search

CBD

Catenin Binding Domain

CD

Circular Dichroism

CDH1

E-cadherin

CMB

Cadherin Major Branch

Dlg1

Drosophila disc large tumor suppressor

DLS

Dynamic Light Scattering

DOGS

Design Of Genuine Structures

DS

Desmosomes

EC

Extracellular Cadherin

EF

Enrichment Factor
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Force Fields
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γ-Glutamyl Transpeptidase
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Gastrointestinal
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High temperature requirement A
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High Throughput Screening
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Molecular Dynamics

MMP
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